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HeavyDecline in
Mill Bosses Plan
Company Unions
To Counteract Trade Union Drive

Federated Press
While right and left wing unions plan

further organization in the south, the A.F.
Of L. unions by a "spirit of cooperation and
friendship" for the employers, the National
Textile Workers Union by militant class
conflict, boss morale in the textile industry
is bolstered by a January ideological "in-
ventory" taken by Textile World, trade
paper of the McGraw-Hill chain.

Surveying the "guide posts" needed by
employers in turning back A.F. of 'L. over-
tures, even of the meekest type, this em-
ployers' organ urges more employe repre-
setation—company unions—and suggests
"sound 'labor-extention' systems."

"Selling" Labor New Chain
It advises employers to develop company

unions such as now keep workers in bond-
age in the great Amoskeag mills and Pacific
mills, the latter with southern branches
And by "sound" labor extention it means
the kind that can be fastened en the workers
without evoking spontaneous strikes such
as developed in the Carolinas last spring.
It means preparing the workers minds in
advance and properly "selling" them the
new shackles.

A similar idea runs through an article
on group insurance for textile workers ap-
pearing in the same issue. It suggests that
this insurance should not be given workers
as a gratuity but they should pay a little
something for it, thus furthering "joint
participation between employer and em-
ploye." The group insurance against sick-
ness and disability, the textile organ de-
clares, must be used to "create an enter-
ing wedge for real cooperation between
employer and employe", in other words
be the first step toward company unionism
or "inside organization . . .useful i*rom a
social standpoint and also as a means of
discussing labor problems and adjusting
labor difficulties". The insurance plans are
thus but a bait on the hook of the company
union.

In order to get the worker to contri-
bute "voluntarily" to other forms of inside
Insurance, Textile World advises that it
may be necessary to have the company
make a "gift of group life insurance to all
employes who become members of the co-
operative organization". And it is cheap
at the price, it adds, being only $4 to $5 a
year for a unit of $500 of insurance, or
less than the worker in tho average cotton
mill is robbed out of his pay envelope in
a single week. This bribe of $5 a year is
expected to keep the spinner or weaver
contented and loyal and efficient under the
ew stretch-out plans of operation. It is
obvious from the article that by this small
annual outlay the employe "indirectly
benefits himself far more than he could by
any other agency. The main object is to
create greater productivity through estab-
lishing greater contentment."

"Xoderlzation" Expected
, Southern textile mill owners, who are
specialists in the older forms of paternal-
Ism, such as cheap company shacks, con-
trolled schools and subsidized parsons, are
now expected to modernize their "employer
employe relationships" by introducing the
insurance features as more subtle but no
less enslaylng devices.

Insurance companies and powerful en-
emies of social insurance, state old age
pensions and the like, are constantly push-
ing the company group insurace and more
— • ••--•i „ . j-wtofts Thov are

1500 Unemployed Demonstrate in St. Louis
Mayor Answers the Demand for Work or Relief by Arresting Two Leaders

By H. L. GOLDBERG
ST. LOUIS, Mo.—(By Telegram)—Under

the leadership of the Communist League
(Opposition), fifteen hundred unemployed
workers marched through the downtown
section of St. Louis to the City Hall. At a
mass meeting there, demands were made
upon the Mayor for work or relief. The
answer of the mayor was the .arrest of two
of the leaders of the demonstration, Elmer
McMillan, secretary of the local branch

of the Communist League, and Ralph Mar-
tin.

The numbers of St. Louis unemployed
continue to grow by leaps and bounds, and
thousands of workers have already scraped
through an extremely bitter winter with no
prospects for relief in sight, but rather a
worsening of conditions. The reply of the
Mayor to the demands of the unemployed
shows what aid they will get from that
source.

Tear Gas is «Popular»

Weapon against Labor
By Harvey O'Connor

(FP)—Tear gas is becoming quite pop-
ular among sheriffs to disperese union
pickets. Sheriff John J. Snyder of North-
ampton county, Pennsylvania, testified he
used tear gas gun of the same type used
by Sheriff Adkins in Marion, N. C. when
bystanders insisted on watching him arrest
seven union pickets at the Kraemer scab
mill at Nazareth. When the onlooking Naz-
arenes failed to move on at the sheriff's
order, he fired pointblank at them,

In all 26 pickets have been arrested for
ignoring a court order that only two pickets
are to be permitted in front of the Kraemer
mill. Announcing that they considered this
a violation of their constitutional rights,
the strikers picketed" anyway, the sheriff ar-
rested seven, became angry when he found
bystander's interested, shot tear gas at them
and proceeded to make more arrests. Jose-
phine Kaczor, union organizer, has been ar-
rested so many times she has los(? count;
her face has been mugged for the rogue's
gallery and her fingers printed for the
Bertillion bureau.

* * *
It is hard to put the seriousness of the

unemployment situation in the east into
words. Pictures would tell the story better
however. An enterprising labor photo-
grapher should be on hand in front of news-
paper offices when the first edition with
classified ads comes off the press. In New-
ark, for example there is a mob of 1,500
men in front of the Evening News plant
daily, waiting to snatch the first copies from
the newsboys. Groups of 50 to 200 building
tradesmen can be seen standing by the four
construction jobs in Newark, hoping they
may be called. About the Central market,
the labor cameraman could get shots of
men, women and children digging into bar-
rels looking for scraps of food.

Chicago Building Takes Sharp

Drop; Thousands Jobless
By T. P. LEWIS

CHICAGO-(FP)—The preferred posi-
tion maintained by the building trades
unions since the war, has had its worst
shock in the past six months due to the ir-
resistible downward plunge of building ac-
tivity.

For the time being, contractors and
other employers of building labor are them-
selves too flabbergasted by the bursting of
their profit baloon to take thorough stock
of the situation. But it is an invariable
rule that when losses are to be taken in
industry, the boss turns them over to the
workers. There is nothing to indicate
building employers will not follow such a
course.

The standards of building workers
have, in the main, been over-rated. "While
wages as high as $17 a day with bonuses
have been paid in some localities Under
stress of schedule meeting, the frequent
layoffs and short duration of construction
projects makes the income of building work
ers fairly modest.

A survey of the status of building
shows that the slump started last July, a
date three months in advance of the reg-
ular seasonal let-up. One statistical organ-
ization anticipates, taking the normal sea-
sonal decline together with the unusual
drop in contracts awarded, unemployment
of 75% by winter.

Builders in St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Washington report 25% unemployemnt.
Chicago, New York, Portland, Ore., Oak-
land Detroit, Philadelphia, Jersey City and
Milwaukee are accredited with 40% jobless.
Many unions in most of these cities have
signed contracts, some for five years. But
building workers will recall that during the
last open-shop drive that featured the early
part of the last decade, the unions also
had contracts in many places that were
broken by the posting of openshop notices
and yellow dog contrasts.

35 Electricians Will Burn to Death in 1930
NEW YORK—(FP)—Thirty-five union

electrical workers will burn to death on
job-giving, death-dealing wires during 1930.
That is the prediction of the Electrcal
Workerp Journal, backed by the unimpeach-
able figures of the Brotherhood's insurance
figures. Each year since 1922 has seen 29
to 45 deaths of union men by electrocution.

Insurance statistics reveal moreover

thereby building a wall of defense against
the demands for complete social insurance
from the state that workers will make when
they get organized. At the same time the
adoption of these schemes is a part of the
anti-union defense of the corporations throw
up to meet the present crusades of the
unions both nnvth anrt south

that 50% of the deaths in the union result
from occupational disease. Last year
pneumonia—aftermath of exposure on
crippled wire systems—took a higher toll
than electrocution, with tuberculosis a high
third. Falls from poles killed 26.

Tuberculosis, pneumonia and heart

disease, the Jonraal points out, are occu-
pational diseases, part of "labor's dividends".
Louis I. Dublin, statistician for the Metro*
politan Life Insurance Co., is quoted as
estimating that a worker pays eight years
out Of his life for the privilege of holding
a job. His average span of life is eight
years shorter than that of his employer,
of bankers, brokers and white collar em-

Y. Jobs
Every Industry
Reports Slump

ALBANY, N. Y.-(FP)—Not since 1920,
the year of the severe panic, has any single
month registered such sharp decline in em-
ployment in New York state factories as
December, asserts the state labor depart-
ment. The drop from November was 4%
following an October-November decline of
2% in the number of jobs reported from
1,500 factories representative of all impor-
tant industries.

Every industry reported the slump.
All the metals showed general losses, with
iron and steel mills cutting forces for the
fourth successive month. Automombile
plants were 15% under 1928. Machinerj
and electrioal apparatus firms, all the
clothing industries, and textiles reported
workers dumped into the job market
Chemicals, glass, foods and even publish-
ing and printing showed decline.

1929 as a whole marked an advance o!
four points in employment over 1928, du<
to the high level of industrial activity U
the first three quarters of the year. The
general index of employment was 98, based
on the three year average of 1925-27. The
average wage reached a top figure of $30.47
in October.

Massachusetts Building Tra«
Workers Severely Hit

BOSTON-(FP)—Twenty-six percent
the 48,000 union building trades mechanl
included in state labor department figure
were jobless on Dec. 2, according to a re
port just released. The percentage has
been rising steadily from 17.8% in Novem-
ber and 15% in October. In December of
1928, also a bad season for building trades
workers, -23.7% were jobless.

Unemployment is much worse now, re-
cent estimates showing half of Boston's
building tradesmen on the street. Even so
state labor department statistics for earlj
month of December showed 72% of union
lathers jobless; 34% of painters; 32% 01
bricklayers; 26% of .carpenters, and 26% ol
building laborers. These are the most im-
portant cratts.

In Lowell 67% of all building workers
were out of jobs; in Holyoke, 49%; Spring-
field, 24%; Lynn, 38%; Lawrence;
31% and Salem, 31%.

5,000 FEWER JOBS IN BOSTON
BOSTON-(FP)—Despite New England

Council ballyhoo that that section is not
decadent and has no industrial depression
from which to recover, the manufactures
census of the state department of labor and
industries paints another picture. Figures
just tabulated for Boston show a decrease
between 1926 and 1928 of 5,000 workers, of
whom 2,000 were dropped in the second
year. The boot and shoe industry is Bos-
ton's largest, with printing and publishing
second.

POLLCE CALLED OUT FOB JOBLESS
PHILADELPHIA-( FP) —Seven police

were summoned when more than 300 job
hunters flooded the employment office of
the Edward Budd Corp., auto body builders.
The crowd rushed over when word was
passed through the district that several
men had been employed the previous mor-
ning.

NEW ORLEANS—Standard Oil of Lou-
isiana is spreading the company union of
its parent organization, Standard Oil of
New Jersey, into this region. A confer-
ence has just been beM by 12 renresenfa.
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Birmingham Big Open Attempt New Frame- Up in Gastonia
SrIwii

U D-t • C*. iLKHZ in OOUth

By T. S. Ruwlings
BIRMINGHAM, Ala,-(FP)—The city

selected by the Charlottee A. P. of L. con-
ference January 6 for campaign headquar-
ters is the "Pittsburg of the South" and its
main industrial center. Six million tons of
iron ore were mined near Birmingham in
1929 and smelted in its great steel mills.
.Iron meets coal' in this city to assure Its
Industrial future. The textile industry, ab-
solutely unimpeded by any laws restric-
ting hours of labor for women and children
thrives on the lowest wage scale in the
country. One third of Birmingham's wor-
kers are Negroes, used extensively in the
mines and steel mills.

Among the great industrial plants
which line Jones Valley are Tennessee
Coal and Iron, American Steel and Wire,
gloss-Sheffield, Republic Iron and Steel,
Lehigh Portland Cement and Pullman.

Acute Unemployment
Acute unemployment prevails through-

out Jones Valley. 0£ 125,000 workers in
the district, 20 to 60% are jobless, accor-
ding to various estimates. The Chamber
of Commerce estimates 20% out of work;
the Associated Industries, 33%; the Buil-
ding Trades Council, 50%; and the Central
Trades and Labor Council, 60%. The pres-
ident of the Birmingham Building Trades
Council told Federated Press that 90% of
the union builders were idle.

* * *
Unemployment is spreading through-

out the south, bringing w'age outs in its
wake. The Piedmont mill in Gastonia, N.C.
has reduced wages 20%, cutting the pay-
roll $1,000 a week. The mill is owned by
the Goldberg Bros., operators of several
mills in Gaston county. Spinners suffered
reductions from $14.30 to $10.78; card
hands from $14.40 to $12. Spinners piece
rates have been cut from 18 cents a hand
to 16 cents. Creelers and spoolers who
formerly got $15 now receive $12.

Sixty-Hour Week
The 60-hour week, with five 12-hour

night shifts, and five 11-hour day shifts
plus five hours on Saturday, is the rule
in the Goldberg mills. Women work the
night shift, never leaving their machines,
even for lunch.

* * *
Open shop Chambers of Commerce in

Dallas, Tex. and Oklahoma City have an-
nounced that they mean to fight the new
labor drive to the last ditch. They have
reaffirmed, in language as emphatic as was
used 10 years ago, that the chambers will
actively support and work for non-union
conditions. Their statement followed re-
el ests from central labor unions within
cities that the open shop diviaions within
the chambers be abolished.

COME
and bring your friends

to the
ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE

at the
Militant Hall

35 Third Avenue (Near 8th St.)
o n

Saturday, January 18, 1980
Admission Free

Auspices:: Communist League of
America, ( Opposition)

New York Branch

CHARLOTTE, N. C.—North Carolina
justice is out for another victim to appease
its appetite for revenge in the killing of
Police Chief Aderholt of Gastonia. C. D.
Saylors, organizer for the Natl. Textile
Workers Union, has been thrown into
Mecklenburg county jail and is held for
$10,000 cash bail, charged with Aderholt's
murder, while the state seeks its only wit-
ness against him.

This witness is Robert Allen, a striker,
who recently signed an affadavit that he
had been forced to make a "confession"

against Saylors, implicating him in the
shooting on the night of June 7 when Ader-
holt and a crew of drunken police raided
the strikers' tent colony in Gastonia. Say-
lors was nabbed when he appeared for
trial on a perury charge, brought against
him because he swore that former Con-
gressman Bulwinkle and County Prosecutor
Carpenter were in the mob that kidnapped
him and two other textile organizers in
September.

Allen has disappeared. The flimsy
murder frameup is expected to collapse.

60 Hours a Week for
Women in

Bishop Demands Catholic Unions in Canada
By John Rolmr

OTT AW A-(FP)—Archbishop Forbes of
Ottawa has issued a pastoral letter calling
upon Catholics in the Ottawa diocese to
form national Catholic unions. These un-
ions already exist in the province of Que-
bec but have very little strength elsewhere.
In the same pastoral the Archbishop di-
rects Catholic farmers to form cooperative
organizations along religious lines.

Canada, it is officially stated by the
Department of Labor, is the only British
country where there are trade unions de-

signed exclusively for adherents to the
Roman Catholic Church. In Sngland there
are Catholic trade unions but they work
within the larger non-sectarian trade
unions.

The membership of the national Cath-
olic unions in Canada is not now as great
as it was some years ago. In 1919, the
earliest date for which information is avail-
able, their membership was reported at
31,000. It reached its peak at 45,000 in
1921. In 1928 the membership reported by
the Federation of Catholic Workers of Can-
ada was 26,000.

Company Union Established in Elizabethton
ELIZABETHTON, Tenn.-( FP )— Com-

pany unionism is being fastened on the
rayon workers of the Glantzstoff-Bemberg
plants in this district through a "plant
council plan". Details have been elabor-
ated. Last' summer workers, in two strikes
defeated the Loyal Workers company union,
and the big German firm promised to scrap
the organization.

In the agreement ending the second
strike however was a clause for the form-
ation of workers' grievance committees in
the various departments. These commit-
tees are the framework for the new com-
pany union scheme. The rayon plan has
been widely used, the company said, by
Bethlehem Steel, International Harvester,
Standard Oil and other companies known
for their anti-union stand.

The new substitute for unionism, the
company candidly admits, was concocted in
its own offices. It provides for a joint
council in which employes and management
have equal voice and vote in considering
wages, hours and other matters. If dead-
locked, they may by mutual consent sub-
mit the controversy to arbitration.

Cloaked with the appearance of fair-
ness, such boards in other companies have
effectively stemmed demands for better
wages and shorter hours. The company
usually manages to get foremen or lick-
spittles elected as workers' representatives,
while pressure, more or less subtle, is used
to control the actions of the council.

Intl. Harvester uses its company union
to put over wage cuts, break strikes and

Philadelphia:
A CORRECTION

Max Shachtmas, member of the National
Committee of the Communist League, will
speak before the Liberal League Forum at
9th and Girard, Philadelphia on Sunday,
January 26, 1930, at 8 P.M. Due to a mis-
understanding, it was previously announced
that the meeting would take place on Jan-
uary 19th. All workers are urged to attend
ad brig their friends. The speaker will
discuss The Crisis in the Communist Move-
ment. Questions and discussion will follow.

LENIN
LIEBKNECHT
LUXEMBURG

M E M O R I A L M E E T I N G
o n

Saturday, January 25, 1930
at the

Militant Hall
25 Third Ave. (Near 8th St.)

WELL KNOWN SPEAKERS
Admission Free

Auspices: New York Branch, Com-
munist League of America

introduce speedup. Standard Oil swamps
the "employe representatives" under a
mass of statistics to prove that wage in-
creases cannot be granted. At Bethlehem
the wage question is bandied about between
committees and usually is smpthered un-
der the same weight of statistics as at
Standard. Unionless, workers lack the
punch that puts over higher wages.

Chicago Opposition Active
CHICAGO—During the past two weeks,

December 29 to January 12 comrades Swab-
eck and Glotzer addressed three meetings
at largely attended forums.

On December 29, comrade Swabeck
spoke at the I. W. W. Forum, 1618 W. Mad-
ison street on "Wall Street's Dominance
over the American workers." Over two
hundred workers present enthusiastically
engaged in the discussion. Twenty-five
copies of the Militant were sold.

Comrade Swabeck also addressed the
Liberal Science Forum (formerly the Pleb-
ian Forum) 1118 W. Madison St. on "The
Platform of the Russian Opposition". This
meeting was likewise well attended, over
150 present, participating in the discussion.

On Thursday, January 9th comrade
Glotzer took part in a debate that involved
the Socialist Club of the University of
Chicago. The subject was "Can War be
Abolished Under Capitalism". The affirm-
ative, upheld by' the Socialist Youth, pre-
sented the usual position of the Pacifists,
as against the Leninist position of our com-
rade. The discussion by those present
showed a decided opposition to the affirm-
ative.

Other meetings are being scheduled for
comrades Swabeck and Glotzer at these
Forums, which should attract hundreds of
class conscious workers.

O
FEAR SOVIET INVASION IN ARIZONA

PHOENIX, Ariz.-(FP)—Capt. James M.
Palmer, military training nfficer of the
Phoenix Union High School has made a
startling discovery—that the neighboring
city of Los Angeles is in the throes of the
"reds" and that Arizona and the rest of
the union are in grave danger due to the
spread of Communism—so he, together
with Supt. Everett C. Driggs of the Los
Angeles district of Pinkerton's national
detective agency, threw a "red" scare into
the recent state convention of the Arizona
State Peace Officers Ass;n. which forthwith
sends a resolution to Congress demanding
that the Soviet invasion be stopped,
iimiimun 10111 iiinimniimiHiiiiiimiioiimiiiiiiciiiiiiimuoii
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WOrk«fS the Worst

"Kentucky's labor laws are liberal." So
states the Louisville Industrial Foundation,
Inc. in an expensively printed brochure
aimed to entice manufacturers to the,blue-
grass industrial center. But let not enthus-
iasts for southern organization conclude
from this optimistic statement that nothing
remains to be done in labor legislation in.
Kentucky. The definition of "liberal" is in,
the hands of the Chamber of Commerce ex-
perts whose next sentence reads: "Women
are permitted to work 60 hours per week."

Kentucky's 60-hour week working
women are considered under the head of
Manufacturing Economies. The manu-
facturer's Eden on the Ohio has ''none of
the disturbing influence provided'by labor
agitators" who might protest that 60 hours
a week is too much for mothers. "Louis-
ville is essentially open shop."

Louisville's Labor Budget
"Living conditions in Louisville are

natural and conducive to contented labor.
Wages cover all family expenses and leave
a surplus", it is stated. What these open
shoppers regard as adequate living expen-
ses for a family is exactly $1,268.24 a year,
or $1,000 less than the U. S. labor depart-
ment's minimimum health and decency bud-
get. The Louisvillian industrialists brag
that the average family income in their city
is 12% leas than the general average for
the entire country.

The Industrial Foundationists mix the
60-hour week, low wages, "contented labor"
and the chance for high profits in their
wooing of outside manufacturers. "There is
no state, county or city income tax in
Kentucky", new industries are exempt from
city taxes for five years and other taxes
are low, while starved school board's and
city welfare department struggle on as
well as they can with crippled funds.

There is money enough in the school
fund however to turn out young mechanics
to squeeze older men out of jobs and to
scab on union strikers. "The duPont Man-
ual Training High School is fully equipped
to teach modern shop practices in all lines",
the booklet relates. The Theodore Ahrens
Trades School accepts pupils, day and
evening, for commercial training and in-
struction in electricity, cabinet making),
printing, bookbinding, plumbing, machine
shop work, sheet metal work, dressmaking
and millinery." These trade schools, man-
ned by officials hostile to unionism, implant
open shop ideals in children's minds and
provide a main obstacle to union organ-
ization when the youngsters, their heads
crammed with prejudice, go into industry.

The Negro's lot is not a happy one in
Louisville. The town prefers its white,
Nordic, non-foreign population. On the
other hand he is undeniably a cheap wor-
ker, the Foundation admits. "It is gener-
ally conceded", says the Foundation in its
judicious manner, "that the availability of
Negro labor has been a favorable factor in
industrial develpment. For common labor
aad many kinds of semi-skilled labor, the
Negro in Louisville is well adapted. He Is
a tractable, dependable worker who ap-
plies himself to the job and works faith-
fully and constantly." He is rewarded by
Louisville with .a 100 acre park on the
river bank while whites have one 2,000
acre park ana many others in the city's
upland section.

O
PITTSBURG—Officials of the Univer-

sity of Pittsburg, the steel and coal opera-
tors' 'cathedral of learning', are subjected
to a devastating criticism of their subser-
vience to reaction in a report just re-
leased by the American Assn. of Univer-
sity Professors. "The university", says
the report, "is believed to be subject to
pressure from interests upon which it Is
dependent for endowment and appropria-
tions". The U.P. chancellor has been watt-
ing, hat in hand, in the ante-rooms of the
big coal and steel magnates of Pittsburg for
money to finish the 'cathedral of learning'.

The report deals with the dismissal of
Prof. F. B. Woltman and the expulsion of
Arthur <3. McDowell, and William Albert-
son, students, last year. The students
were kicked out for maintaining a Liberal
Club in defiance of the adminstration and
billing Harry Elmer Barnes to speak on the
Mooney case.

^ o r e i $ 5 0 . - F i v e c e n t s p e r c B u n d l e * , d n A b a m e
tee Spector, Arne Swabeck. Entered as second class mail matter November 28, 1928, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y. under tie act erf uSSTi NO.
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The Minnesota F. L. P.
Six Years of Confusion and Disappointment in a Two-Class Party

By Vincent R. Dunne
Three hundred thousand workers and far-

mers in Minnesota, who have by their sup-
port of the Farmer Labor Party in the
campaigns of the past few years demon-
strated a willingness to move politically
against the bosses, face another barren
year and new dissapointments.

The party to which they have given so
much, stumbles towards coalition with the
Democratic machine for the state and con-
gressional campaign of 1930. If full coal-
ition is not reached this year it will not be
for lack of work and wiH on the part of a
large and influential section of the leader-
ship, but rather because this leadership is
unable to come to agreement upon individ-
uals from the different camps to head the
ticket.

F. L. P. Policy Benefits Officialdom
Even a brief and hurried review of

past political campaigns of the F. L. P.
will be enough to convince any intelligent
•workman that the party has been domin-
ated by people who read history backward,
in order to justify a policy which, by no
stretch of imagination, can be considered
beneficial to anyone except that coterie of
officials, who use the offices given them by
the party for petty bickering and personal
advantage.

Shipstead is of course, the outstanding
example. But he is by no means alone.
During the course of the party's existence,
dozens of men have been sent to the State
house, many county and municipal officials
have been elected, several U. S. congress-
men and two U. S. senators have been sent
to Washington. Out of this numerical ar-
ray, not a SINGLE man has appeared who
measures up to the standard of a workers'
representative. Not ONE among them has
had either the courage or the vision to
propose any measure, which would call in-
to question the -existing order and place
upon the order of the day a thoroughgoing
change from the vicious system of class
exploitation.

Not one among them has ever had the
courage to use the tribune upon which they
strut, (like their Republican and Democrat
brothers) for the purpose of calling the
working masses into action. Rather they
have lield in check the ferment in the ranks
in various ways, especially by truckling in
a hundred forms to the prejudices of the
most backward. A good example of this,
is the action of state Senator Lawson in
voting for the Anti-Evolution Bill (to bar
the teaching of the theory of evolution in
public schools). Lawson is also editor of
a F. L. daily paper at "Wilmar.

It is true that most of the leaders are
in disagreement with Lawson on this and
It is just as true that these leaders do
nothing to expose and remove him and
others who, by actions of a piece with the
one cited, live, mentally at least, in the
feudal age.

Always the program of the Party has
been trimmed to meet the wishes of those
elements who look to the countryside for
support and approval. Without exception,
at every turning point, in all campaigns,
before and during each convention or con-
ference, the proposals or d<anands of ad-
vanced sections of the workers have been
denied.

Farmers Outvote Workers
The workers have been outvoted in ev-

ery state convention, the most important
committees having been governed by a sev-
en to three vote with the farmers always
seven and the Industrial workers three.

All the proposals by the Communists
and Left wing for a closer affiliation of the
unions to the Party have been hailed with
cries of "split" by the farmers; and the
"practical" politicians and rabor "leaders"
in control of the machinery have never
failed to turn thumbs down on these de-
mands. Two Instances of this sort of kow-
towing to reaction should be cited as typ-
ical. In several State conventions the pro-
posal was made by the Left wing to give
the local unions affiliated to the Party
direct representation to the state conven-
tions. After many attempts had been made
to put this Into effect, the workers, over
the opposition of the farmers and the lead-
ership, were finally able to achieve a half
measure of recognition. The unions are
now ALLOWED—to send ONE delegate to
conventions, who has the standing virtu-
ally of a FRATERNAL delegate!!

For a long period the Communists, to-
gether with the Left wing, attempted to
train affiliation for a large group of milit-

ant workers through their co-operatives
and workers clubs. The all too successful
plans devised by the leaders to keep these
thousands of workers out of active partici-
pation, make nothing less than shameful
history. It is gf extreme importance that
workers generally review the history of the
Minnesota Farmer Labor Party,, that they
grow familiar with the path along which
so large a number of workers have been
led, only to find themselves, after years of
struggle and sacrifice, burdened with a
party dominated by the ideology of the
petty property owner and led by oppor-
tunists of the first order.

Of still greater Importance, are the
reasons for this state of affairs and a clear
understanding of the mistakes made years
ago which led inevitably to the present sit-
uation.

"Unity" in a Two Class Party
First of all, the condition of the Minne-

sota F. L. P. with its list toward merger
with the old parties of the capitalists, is not
the result of false and incompetent lead-
ership primarily. Any political party com-
posed of two classes, as is the case in this
instance, with farmers and workers In the
same organization, maintains unity only at
the expense of the program put forward by
the most exploited and propertyless section.
The leadership of such a party can lead
only as long as it is able to hold J>ack the
thrusts of the workers and satisfy the de-
mands of those elements whose political
outlook is bounded by the illusion that It
Is possible to achieve security under the
capitalist order, by acquiring property or
enhancing the value of that which they al-
ready hold, through reforms, half mea-
sures,, etc.

The program of a party is the expres-
sion of its aims; if the program is wrong
fundamentally, those leaders who base
themselves upon it have no choice but to
follow a path of compromise. Workers In
industry always have before them the grim
reminder of their position in our present
social system. For them there is no ques-
tion of property; the overwhelming major
ity have none, the vast mass face the prob-
lem daily of making their meager wages
stretch out In order to cover the bare
necessities of life. Why then do we find
this state of affairs in Minnesota? Whence
came the idea that together, that is, with-
on the same party, workers and farmers
could work towards a solution of their
problems?

* * *
It is a matter of history that in 1924

the Communist Party under the leader-
ship of the Right-Centre bloc in the In-
ternational and the Pepper leadership in
America, forced the merger of the Far-
mers Non-partisan League with the Wor-
king Peoples Non-partisan Political Lea-
gue.

Pepper's Bold Plan
This, to be sure, was the local man-

ifestation of a plan, national in scope
which, according to Pepper and his fol-
lowers, was to make the farmers, if not
the spear-head, at least the haft of the
weapon that would strike the decisive
blow for the workers.

Still within the International in this
period, the Leninist-Bolsheviks headed by
Trotsky, were able to check for a time, the
development of this un-Marxian course:
Stalin's theory of "dual composition" par-
ties finally prevailed through the East at
a later date, only to do immeasurable
damage to the world revolutionary move-
ment. (For a full realization of the
enormous damage done by this reaction-
ary idea, workers should secure and read
the pamphlet, "The Draft Program of the
Communist International," by L. D. Trot-
sky, published by the Militant.)

It is the purpose of this article to
deal with the local and na'tional effect of
the false idea of dual composition parties
and to bring out clearly, in this connec-
tion hbw wrong tacitics proceed frbrn
wrong programmatic formulations.

The idea of Farmer Labor Parties,
once planted in the favorable soil of the
farmer-worker state of Minnesota, grew
and blossomed under the guidance of a
labor-farmer-compromlser type of leader,
whose one burning desire seems to be junc-
tion, by any crossover, with some form of
"progressiv j" or "liberal" political move-
ment.

It is not without significance, that the
F. L. leaders, alma* without exception,

look upon the "progressive bloc", Brook-
hart, Wheeler, Norrls, Frasier, etc., as the
rreal leaders and have an almost child-
like faith in them. Naturally, these leaders
are* knowingly or unknowingly expressing
the wishes of the dominant group within
the Party—that is the farmers.

The present maneuver towards the
Democrats has at least a two fold purpose.
First: to capture the Governorship and so
to build up a machine within the Party
which can be used in the future for bigger
and better mergers. Secondly: It is now
generally recognized that the Minnesota
movement cannot stand alone. The leaders
now understand the danger to the move-
ment and are trying in this confused man-
ner to give a new lease of life to the party,
hoping against hope that the national 'prog-
ressives" will come to their aid and lead
them into the green fields of a new
"liberal" movement on a national scale.

Workers Used by Farmers

With this political outlook, the lead-
ership, from the vantage point of the far-
mers' wagon, from time to time sees bog-
holes in the road ahead and is forced to use
the workers as pushers of the cart in such
bad spots as political campaigns, financial
difficulties, etc.

That the workers have nothing to gain
from this horse play must be evident to
those who give it a little thought. It must
be evident also, that the poor farmers,
those without land (the banker's hired men)
are being led along a path that will deliver
them, bound and helpless, into the hands
of the common enemy, for although the
farmers belong to a different class than
the workers, they can be delivered from
their bonds only by supporting the workers
politically. The workers, because of their
class position, must lead. Only thus can
victory be achieved.

Does all of the foregoing preclude the
possibility of the workers making an ad-
vance politically, through a Labor .Party?
Not at all; the fact is, that millions of
industrial workers still are bound to the
political parties of the dominant capitalist
groups. A Labor Party based upon wor-
kers' organizations, with a program perm-
eated with the idea of the struggle of the
classes, can serve as an Instrument in ral-
lying the masses for a march toward the
Marxian solution of the great problem.

Gertrude Ducll Joins the

Opposition
NEW HAVEN, Conn.—Comiade Gert-

rude Duell, one of the most active members
of the Communist Party in this city, becom-
ing convinced of th« correctness of the
platform of the Opposition, joined the New
Haven branch of the Communist League of
America (Opposition). Having been sec-
retary of th« Workers International Relief,
she was not only expelled from the Com-
munist Party for supporting the Opposition,
but was also removed from the secretary-
ship of the local W.I.R., despite the fact
that there was no other comrade available
for the post. The local Stalinists cal-
culated that rather than have an Opposition-
ist as secretary of the W.I.R. it would be
better to see it collapse and go out of ex-
istence. This is precisely what happened.
Comrade Duell then received a letter of
Inquiry from Ludwig Landy, national sec-
retary of the W.I.R., concerning the Collapse
of the local work. She replied with the
following letter which requires no comment:
Ludwig Landy, Executive Secretary,
Workers International Relief,

949 Broadway,
New York City.

Dear Comrade Landy:
Responding to your letter of the 3rd

inst. will say that you are correct—I am
no longer secretary of the W.I R. in New
Haven. Nearly two months ago I Informed
the Comrades here of my belief in the claims
of Comrade L.D. Trotsky and the Opposition
and I adhere to the Platform and principles
of the Communist League of America. I
am certain that until the Comrades of the
Opposition are recalled and take their right-
ful place in the Party, no unity can prevail
nor can success be attained in the work
undertaken.

I was instructed to turn the books and
material over to Comrade Pearl Liebenson,
470 Columbus Ave., this city, who was ap-
pointed In my place. I have likewise turned
over to her the 300 W.I.R. buttons and
collection lists recently received from your
office.

Fraternally yours,
(Signed) Clertrude Duell

A Real Red ILD
And Hell Hath No Fury Like an

Engdahf Enraged
The Internationl Labor Defense, which,

lived a modest life for several years as a
defender of persecuted workers on a non-
partisan basis, has finally awakened to the
implications of the Third Period and become
militant. The formal pronouncement of
this change in character, which has been
in process for some time, coincides and quite
appropriately with the elevation to the
national secretaryship of the man whose
name is a symbol of blood and thunder
and sudden death—J. Louis Engdahl.

One of the indications of this emergence
of the I.L.D. butterfly of the Third Period
from the constricting chrysallls in which
It lay supine for so many years is the formal
and official discarding of the reactionary,
counter-revolutionary, social-fascist and-
renegade nonsense about non-partisanship
in the defense of class war prisoners. The
regenerated I.L.D., having killed off with
several blasts of its new horn its old time
antagonists, the frame-up system of class
justice, the courts, the police the persecutors
and similar small fry, is now turning its
devasting proclamations on other enemies,
some of whom, alas! have been concealing
themselves within its ranks and disguising
their nefarious purposes by supporting and
working for the I.L.D. and even contribut-
ing their Judas gold into its collections.

"Basing itself squarely on the class
struggle" (at last!) "the International Labor
Defense takes up the fight against all enem-
ies of the working class." it is no less a,
man than J. Louis Engdahl himself who
is speaking, and let all the aforesaid enem-
ies take notice and run for cover while there
it still time. "The I.L.D. casnot tolerate
aa members of its organization those who
are opposed to its class struggle policies."

In case anybody should be in the dark
as to what this bold declaration of war on
the enemies of the working class meons,
Engdahl, who was trained in militancy foi
years under Hillquit and Berger and who
learned from them how to hunt down Red*
like the bloodhounds of Simofi Legree track-
ed the fugitive slaves, makes the mattei
clear. "The I. L. D.," says Louis the Seven-
teenth, "combats the hostile policies ol
Cannon and Lovestone viciously and those
who support them . . . The theories and
practises of Cannon and Lovestone and
their followers are hostile to these class
interests. No honest worker can support
the views of either Cannon or Lovestone.

We can't speak for- Lovestone In tlu
face of this hour of calamity. Engdahl,
who worked for him as faithfully as h«
worked for Berger or Hillquit, knows him
better and is in a better position
how he will accept this fate. We can speal
only for our poor selves, and we do nol
conceal our fears as Engdahl attacks us
with all the. fury of a cornered rabbit. W<
need help and we want it.

Yet we paused a moment, try feebly tc
stiffen our quivering limbs, and reflect thai
after all Louis is not the real author ol
our misery. He is but a witless instrument
of circumstances who has bounced from
Berger to Lovestone to Foster as the base-
ball bounced from Tinker to Evers to
Chance, putting all men out, or
he may be likened to the subject
of Napoleon's famous aphorism to the effect
that an army travels on its stomach, and
Louis was always in the army and always
traveling.

Far be it from *s—who have known the
pangs ourselves—to begrudge any man his
bread and butter, but when he becomes
carnivorous and wants meat—ay, the human
meat of our poor carcass—we cry aloud:
God save us from being the meat in this
cannibal's soup!

150 Workers Laid 08
BOGALUSA, La-(FP)—150 employes of

the New Orleans Great Northern Railroad
have -been laid off in the shops. The road
has been acquired by the Gulf, Mobile and
Northern Railroad Company,

NEW YORK-(FP)—Two million men
and women over 65 are dependent for sup-
port on other, individuals or agencies, esti-
mates Sec. Abraham Epstein of the Assn.
for Old Age Security. One third of the aged
in American are dependent, he states, after
a careful survey of estimates made by
other agencies, ranging from the well
known insurance company figure that 64
out of 100 young men of 25 will be depen-
dent when they are 65, to Massachusetts
estimates that 40% are dependent.
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ROSA LUXEMBURG - -11 Years After
The echo of the Bolshevik revolution In

Germany in 1918 was drowned out by the
thunderous torrent of blood drawn from the
working class by the bayonets of the social
democracy. Noske and Scheidemann were
the hands o£ the German junkers and bour-
geoisie that drew a deep and ineradicable
line which forever divides the revolutionary
movement from the social democracy. But
tile cruelest blow the social democracy could
have struck the young Spartacus was the
murder of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Lux-
)mburg. Not years and not decades can wipe
But vie memory of the horrible crime, for
Jt has become an accusing finger that al-
ways poits to the role of the social democ-
racy in the present epoch of history.

To recall Rosa Luxemburg on the
eleventh anniversary of her assassination
ig to unfold again the two decades
of struggle between the revolutionary and
the reformist wing in the pre-war social-
democracy. The manner in which Rosa's
position in this struggle applies to the
difficulties and travail that the movement
Is traversing today, Is evidence that the
memorials to her are not formal, solemn
Obligations to be fulfilled one day and
forgotten the next, but rather the occasion
tor a recapitulation of her work and its
relation to the struggle today.

Rosa Luxemburg was uncompromis-
ingly loyal to revolutionary principle.
Her very first appearance as an active
and leading force in the proletarian move-
tnent showed her definite capacities for
swimming against the stream.. To the
nationalist spirit that pervaded the petty
I>ourge6is and revolutionary movement to-
wards the end of the last century, she
opposed the Marxist spirit of the prolet-
arian revolution. Against the Polish Soc-
lalst Party formed in 1892 by intellectuals
who set the national independence of Po-
land from Russian czarism as the next
goal of the labor movement, Rosa Lux-
emburg together with Adolf Warski, Jul-
ian Karski, Ratinsky, Wesselovski and
others, founded the Russian-Polish Social
Democracy, based upon* the most ad-
vanced workers in the country, and thus
laid the foundation for the Marxian labor
movement of Poland .It was her inex-
haustible theoretical arsenal that fur-
nished the weapons for the Marxist move-
ment of that period. Her work on "The
Industrial Development of Poland""
played much the same role in the Polish
movement as Lenin's work on the devel-
opment of capitalism in Russia played In
iiis country. Sharp were the struggles
'.hat developed between the Marxists and
the Nationalists; in them the term "social-
ijatriotism" was coined which was to be-
rime a. .tragic reality in the betrayal o£
tiio Second International little more than
~> decade later.

From the period of her first work in
noland to the day that the Communist
.'arty in Germany was founded by her
nd Karl Liebknecht, her record can be

searched in vain for any compromise in
rinctple. The vulgar opportunism of the

German party leaders was entirely alien
x.o. her. And if, in the rigidity of. her posi-
,ion, she erred in her conceptipns—as she
-.ometimes did—it was always on the side
:£ the revolutionary struggle and not on
the side of that corroding "adaptability"
that finally fitted social Democracy for its
role as handmaiden to the Kaiser and the
bourgeoisie who succeeded the monarchy.

Her" contempt for compromise—we
speak here, of course, not of temporary
compromises in the strategical or tactical
course, but of compromise in principles—
earned her the harshest blows and antag-
onism of the German party leadership, even
if she gave better than she got. She re-
pulsed those who tried to storm the Marx-
ian fortress and evaded the others who,
like Bebel and later Kautsky sought to
damn her with faint praise and dull her
steel with a paternal tolerance-for "youth-
ful hotheadedness".

Her profound regard for principle and
Marxian theory still stands as a reproach
to those cheap "practical people" who, in
the Communist movement today, hide their
contempt and fear »f theory behind the
empty clamor of the "mass work" they are
supposed to be doing. It Is true that she
was always preoccupied with the study and
.development of Marxian thought, but she
had nothing in common with the dull ped-
antry of the closet professor. Even when
she still was a close friend of Kautsky she

would make fun of his dry, lifeless learn-
ing. Like Lenin, she showed the vital con-
nection between living Marxist theory and
the living movements of the masses. While
the "practical" leaders of the German soc-
ial democracy were engaged in the "slow
but productive" work of increasing the
socialist vote in the Reichstag and the
Landtags, Rosa not only engaged them in
theoretical battle, but showed her capac-
ity of stirring the masses into action. It
was Luxemburg, not Kautsky not Bertstein
not Legien, who went up and down thS
country arousing the workers to action
against discriminatory electoral provisions
in Prussia. It was Rosa Luxemburg who
published the first appeals to the German
proletariat, to the German masses, to rise
against the imperialist war and the soc-
ialist bellwethers who led them to the
slaughter.

She was the embodiment of Marxist
theory enriched by the living struggle for
power. With what scorn would she lash
the bureaucrats of the Communist move-
ment today who seek to smother all funda-
mental discussion with hypocritical appeals
for "practical mass work" which gains no
masses, Introduces no clarity of purpose,
and does not advance the basic aims of the
revolution! In this period of the movement
when contempt for investigation and dis-
cussion of questions of principle is at a
premium, the monumental work of Rosa
Luxemburg stands out like an unflickering,
comforting flame.

Rosa Luxemburg knew how to stand
and fight as a minority, even a minority
of one. Especially now should this char-
acteristic of hers be recalled, when it is
as necessary and difficult to swim against
the current as it was in her time. It would
have been easier to yield to the national-
socialist movement in Poland than to lay
the small but firm foundations of a Marxist
movement. She chose the latter alterna-
tive. With her brilliant attributes she
could easily have become the most esteemed
and highly placed figure in the German

social democracy, instead of the unyielding
opposition. She remained with the oppo-
sition and life gave victory to her views.
She could have swam with the current of
blood in 1914 instead of being the perse-
cuted, hounded, despised and calumniated
leader of the handful of men and women
that raised the banner of insurrection.
But it was precisely because she was with
the proletarian masses that she stood alone.
She stood with the minority for so many
occasions for the simple and conclusive
reason that the minority was right and the
majority, the men of the apparatus, the
men of influence and weight, was wrong.

The proudest, most respected, most in-
fluential names in the German social dem-
ocracy were subjected to her remorseless
blows. I recall an apt cartoon in an old
German socialist journal which depicts Ro-
sa Luxemburg swinging her pen like a
sabre and putting to rout the most prom-
inent and authorative statesmen of the par-
ty: Bebel, Kautsky, David, Fischer, Bern-
stein and a half dozen others. With her
pitiless whip she sometimes compelled a
whole party congress to acquiesce in her
views, and many of the Leftward swings of
the German social democracy were accom-
plished not only under the distant influence
of the Russian revblution of 1905 but under
the more immediate impulsion of ROSA
Luxemburg. And if she was not deceived
or convinced by the "innocent" revisionism
of Eduard Bernstein, she was just as little
inspired with confidence by the Centrist
vacillations of Kautsky and Company.
It must be remembered that the pseudo-
radicalism of Kautsky was quite fashion-
able in the socialist movement before the
war; it had a certain glamor and genuine-
ness about it in the struggle against Bern-
steinism, not to speak of the enormous aut-
thority, among Marxists attached to Kaut-
sky's name. But for every blow she dealt
the open revisionists, Rosa dealt another to
the school of Kautsky which revealed its
opportunist cowardice in every crucial
struggle. Her relentless scalpel laid bare

The Communist Fight against Imperialist War
Talk! talk! talk! Peace! Naval red-

uction! Disarmament! Abolition, of War!
Geneva Conferences! Xiondon Conferences!
League of Nations! Kellogg Pact—and while
all this hypocritical cant is filling the air
to the confusion of many workers, arsenals
Are being filled, gasses compounded, troops
drilled, battleships built, industries organ-
ized, all for the next August 1, 193?

Young workers and farmers, you who
do the fighting an* dying for the greater
glory (and profit) of your capitalist mas-
ters, engrave this deeply into your consci-
ousness: Twelve years after "the last war,
the war to end wars", the world is bristling
with armaments even more so than the
week before Earejevo in July, 1914. The
black clouds have gathered—a tiny spark
and the storm of death will have broken.

The Role of the Socialists
Loudest in their vehemence, most

touching in their oratory, holding the atten-
tion of millions of workers are the bell-
wethers for capitalism, the leadership of
the international social democracy and the
pacifists, trying to convince the workers
of the possibility of disarmament, of the
abolition of war under capitalism, mean-
while, with might and main aiding their im-
perialist in arming, such as MacDonald,
Mueller and Paul Boncour.

The Communists are blunt: under cap-
italism war is inevitable. If you, fellow-
worker, desire to abolish war, we say:
Abolish capitalism with all its misery and
replace it with the proletarian dictatorship
—with a system of production for use and
not for profit—all over the world.

Some "scientists" say, in the spirit of
Bismarck, that war is nature's way of
removing the unfit, the way "the law of
the survival of the fittest" operates now-
adays. Nonsense! It is precisely those
who are sickly and weak and crippled and
old who stay at home to survive and deter-
iorate the race, while the strong, the heal-
thy and the young, without scar or -blem-
ish, who lay down their lives as blood
sacrifices to Mammon on the alter of war.

So, as the chief sufferers, those most
endangered, the young workers tradition-
ally lead the fight against capitalist war.
But how? Whose method shall be used?

War calls for a radical cure, for a
revolutionary surgeon's knife to extermin-

ate class society, and not a reformist salve
to heal the ulcer and retain the body of
capitalism. So those who would apply the
salve, the leadership of the Socialist Par-
ties and Socialist Youth Leagues are ex-
cluded as capable of fighting war.

From Bosses' War to Class "War

Essentially the problem is how to turn
the 'imperialist war into a war of the work-
ing class against the master class. The
reformists do not desire whatsoever to turn
the war agains.t capitalism. The task re-
mains for the Cbmmunists.

But the days when Leninist policy
dominated the Communist movement are
long past. Today, within the Communist
movement we have three currents, the
R*lght, the Center and the Left.

Based theoretically on the monstrosity
of "socialism in one country", which it
shares with the Centrists, the Rights have
taken the next step down the hill to re-
form the next step following "socialism in
one country". They have declared their
"right" to "national" Communist Parties"
(a contradiction in terms as ridiculous as
a square circle), negating the very prin-
ciples of Internationalism which is funda-
mental in our movement and especially in
the fight against war. The Right wing
"Communist" is checked off as incapable.
The Centrists waver between the Right and
Left, and anyone who hesitates in
the class struggle ; is lost. A bold,
determined policy is needed. They lag be-
hind the masses or overtake and jump far
ahead of them into adventurism and lag be-
hind again.

The Left wing under the leadership
of Trotsky and Rakovsky and many other
fighters against the last war stands four-
square on an International Leninist plat-
form. It is the embodiment of internat-
ionalism, of the fight against war and cap-
italism.

With the old battle-cries, first used by
Lenin, Liebknecht and Trotsky, with which
the masses overthrew the czar and Russian
imperialism, and shook many a haughty
empire, we shall also turn the next imper-
ialist war into a victorious class war of
the proletariat. The young workers must
be in the front ranks. v

—CHARLES CURTISS

Kautskyan Centrism at every turn. With
the whole party leadership, and the enor-
mous machinery at its disposal, ranged
against her, she was nevertheless untiring
in her efforts to arouse the party in the
discussion on the war danger and the tasks
of the social democracy that opened after
the international congress at Copenhagen
where, together with Karl Radek, Lenin
and Trotsky, the viewpoint of the Left
wing on militarism had been fought out,
with Kautsky on the side of the social
pacifists.

Her activity during the war is so well
known that it requires no setting down
here. With Hebknecht, Franz Mehring,
Klara Zetkia, Karl Radek and a few others
—a handful against the brutally oppres-
sive machinery of the state, against party
and public opinion—she carried on the
painstaking, painful work of forming the
nucleus of a new revolutionary movement,
of mobilizing the forces of the proletarian
insurrection. She was with a hundred
against a million because she knew that
it is often necessary to be only a hundred
in order to gain the million. The hundred
—the- minority—was no fetish with her;
her "fetish" was the proletarian revolution.
In its interests, she knew how to stand
with the mocked and Jeered minority and
fight inplacably for principle. The differ-
ence between Rosa Luxemburg and the
present-day pretenders to leadership of her
party and her cause, the weather-cocks of
the momentarily prevalent administration,
the lost souls who have neither the cour-
age to maintain a conviction nor the ideas
to form one with—is the difference between
the lion and the lapdog.

Despite their conflicting viewpoints on
many questions, said Lenin, Kosa Luxem-
burg was an eagle. The modern Commun-
ist movement is as inseparable frooi the
name and work of Rosa Luxemburg as it is
from the name of Lenin. For both of them
the International was the fatherland. To
attempt to identify either of them with one
particular nation is as meaningless as to
say, for instance, that Marx was a German
revolutionist. Both of them were single-
mindedly consecrated to the triumph of
the international proletariat. Both of them
were teachers and soldiers in an epoch
that makes them greater than those who
illuminated the pages of history in the past.
Both of them were devoted to the cause
that is superior to all others because its
victory opens an entirfely new epoch for
humanity. For that they are deathless.

To consider now those important issues
that divided Rosa and Lenin—the mas>»
strike, the driving forces of imperialism,
the role of the proletarian party, and others
—would require more than the space of
this insufficient memorial. Rather let the
solidarity and oneness of the two great
revolutionists of our time be emphasized
here, all the more so because it has become
the fashion to distort, misrepresent and
exaggerate the differences between Lux-
emburg and Lenin. Every little official
functionary, partciularly those turned out
by the gross in the numerous "Lenin"
schools throughout the world, can deliver
a long dissertation to prove what a hope-
lessly incompetent thinker Rosa was and
what enormous blunders she made. In
the German Communist Party especially
has this loathsome belittling of Rosa's im-
mortal centrfbutions reached the most re-
volting depths. The less the neo-Bolshevik
knows about Luxemburg or has read of her
works, the freer he feels to dismiss her
with a contemptuous gesture. Let that
sort of appreciatios of Rosa remain the
task of those cut out for 1C For us, Rosa
Luxemburg remains the eagle.

The eagle was foully killed as she
was reaching the height of her power.
With her death, the German proletariat, oa
the threshhold of the revolution, suffered
an irreplacable loss. History does not
produce many Marxes, or Lenins or Luxem-
burgs. Her place can only be taken by
numbers, growing in strength, clarity and
resoluteness, confident of victory. Men and
women can be martyred by the enemy, but
a whole movement cannot be assassinated.
It can be set back for a time or cruelly
defeated more than once. But each time it
is crushed, like Hercules in his struggle
with Arteus, it will gain from the earth
that covers Rosa's grave a renewed power
and determination to triumph.

—M. «
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\h Miners and the

Labour Party
The question of coal is once more on

the order of the day. On the occasion of
the debate in Commona on the government
project, the papers published numerous
articles in which the ever-recurring prob-
lem is examined from its various aspects.
A big space is naturally given to the length
of the working day and to the wages of the
miners, for the mine owners assert "that it
*s the too high wages paid to Ihe British
miners that handicaps them in the struggle
against foreign competitors.

The president of the Mining Associa-
tion of Great Britain, Mr. Evan Williams
in a letter addressed to the Times, asserts
that in spite of the law voted on the mor-
row of the general strike and the great de-
feat of the miners, the working week is
still shorter here than elsewhere. Ac-
cording to the figures he cites, it is 47
hours, 28 minutes (it is known that in cer-
tain regions the day is only 7 and a half
hours), while the German miner works.49
and a half hours in the Aix-la-Chappelle
district and 48 hours in the Ruhr, the Bel-
gian miner 48 hours, the Polish miner 48
hours and 12 minutea in Upper Silesia and

,49 hour.s in the Dombrow. In France, the
average is only 46 hours and 42 minutes.

So far as wages are concerned, he
maintains that the real wage of a miner in
Great Britain is appreciably higher than
in all the continental coxmtries: 18 per-
cent higher than in Germany, 47 percent
higher than in Prance, 39 percent higher
than in Belgium and 67 percent higher
than in Poland.

The discussion of the government, pro-
ject in Commons was stirring. As is known
it received a majority of only eight votes,
and even then not for its final adoption; it
was only the second reading and it is still
the subject for a profound debate. This
however is not the most important thing.
The liberals having decided to vote against,
it would not have had a majority at all.
But since no party wants a general election
right now, the conservatives will save the
MacDonald government from defeat by par-
tial abstention.

What characterized these debates was
the brutality of the criticisms of the speak-
ers, conservative and liberal, and the tone
In which they were couched: that, even
more than the votfc that was humiliating to
the government.

The conservatives confined themselves
to saying to the ministers: your project is
detestable; withdraw it. You say that you
want to keep the promises made by you to
the miners during the elections. But there
are already so many engagements that you
have undertaken and did not keep that an-
other one more or less is of no importance.

But it is Lloyd George who delivered
the big attack. The ground had been pre-
pared by Sir Herbert Samuel, now consid-
ered an expert on the question of coal,
who had made a condensed criticism of the
project and posed some precise questions
almost in the form of an ultimatum. Lloyd
George adhered to generalities, to the es-
sential features, and exercized his verve at
the expense of the Laborites. It is known
that the government first assured itself,
and painfully enough, of the support of the
Miners' Federation for restoring the wor-
king day to seven and a half hours. Then,
to overcome the resistance of the mine
owners, it accorded them a raise in the
price of coal. The great Laborite project
la thus reduced to a vulgar bargaining for
which the consumer will pay.

"Incredibly bad project!" cried the lib-
eral leader; "incredible project on the part
of a Labor government." He continued by
saying that nothing had been done to at-
tack the roots of the crisis, the archaic
organization of the mining industry. What
Is necessary is to make it obligatory upon
the grouping of the enterprises to arrive
at a rational exploitation. The project is
confined to raising the price of coal. It is
a project not of the Laborites but of the
mine owners. And on this occasion, he
rallied A. J. Cook, who defended its adop-
tion before the Miners' Federation. "Blessed
be the meek!" he cried, amid a general
outburst of laughter in the Chamber.

The ministers were ill at ease under
these lashing criticisms that could be dir-
ected against them by a more or less dis-
credited politician. Moreover, they were

furious because it is said that MacDonald
in order to parry the announced attack
had taken the trouble of having Lloyd,
George informed that he was quite dis-
posed to accept long amendments. They
say that, as ever, Lloyd George was inter-
ested only in creating an effect from the
tribune, showing once more that he was a
good demagogue.

What is certain is that the governmen-
tal project in its first form is dead. When
it comes before Commons for its third
reading it will have to be seriously touched
up. But it may already be said that it will
hardly be worth more, the Laborites con-
stantly retreating before the radical mea-
sure? that encroach upon the privileges of
the bourgeoisie.

* * *
On the occasion of his fiftieth anniver-

sary, the British Communist Party sent
Stalin a telegram saying that the British
Communists "promise to create a mass
party which, armed with a dally paper,
will be in a position to mobilize the masses
in the political struggles against the social
fascist government of MacDonald". Such
promises do not cost much. But that is
not the case with the paper.

—S. B.
London, December 23, 1929.
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Opposition Progress in Spain
We are in the midst of a brutal at-

tack by the acolytes of Stalin in Spain
against the comrades of the Opposition.

Practically speaking, the Communist
Party of Spain exists only in the mind
of a few mediocre and igncjrant function-
aries, who have no clear understanding of
their responsibility. Originally, we can
say without fear of contradiction, the C. P.
S. can count as its members only the ad-
herents of the small circle of indolent bu-
reaucrats who ramble around on a wage
paid by Stalin. Let us work to remove this
small circle to—Mars, without a return
ticket.

The masses 6"f the Spanish workers
have no contact with "the elite of the van-
guard of the Spanish proletariat" as Man-
uilsky would say; there is an absolute di-
vorce between the bureaucrats and the
Spanish working class. The district com-
mittees do not function end exist only on
paper. Can even one hundred dues pay-
ments be counted in the Spanish party?
No! Here is the true, the sad and chaotic
reality. The C. P. 8. is in a dying state
and it lacks the most indispensable aid.
The masses do not know of the party be-
cause it never shows itself anywhere; the
party does not know of the masses of the
workers because the bureaucrats lack a
sense of Communist political orientation.
The Executive Committee of the Comintern,
in conformity with. Us destructive and
spineless policy, gives its support to the
leadership which, in Spain, is engaged in
destroying what Is left of the skeleton of
the Spanish C. P.

The Young Communist Cpposition had
the boldness to denounce the present situa-
tion to the masses. It launched an appeal
to the Communist workers (official or ex-
pelled) for the reorganization of Commu-
nism in Spain; it examined the causes of
the disease and pointed out the remedy;
the application of the methods of struggle
recommended by the International Oppo-
sition, reorganization of the party based on
the principles of the Leninist Opposition
as the sole guarantee of the development
of the party and its further consolidation.
It Is only in this way that the party will be
able to make its way in the exceptional
political situation through which Spain IB
passing.

The Stalinist bureaucracy, incapable of
reacting against the prostration of the par-
ty, impotent before historical reality,
found in the appeal launched by the Len-
inist Opposition an excuse fbr organizing
a newspaper offensive of four columns
against our comrades. Doubtlessly for want
of any more appropriate means of defend-
ing and justifying their salaries (Stalin
pays the enemies of "Trotskyism" well,
which the leaders of the C. P. S. know
quite well), they organized the battle
against the counter-revolutionary Trotsky-
Ists who are pretending to maneuver in
Spain. (Horrors! Miserable "Trotskyists",
dead so many times and many times re-

vived!)

It was a battle organized according
to the rules. The known Trotskyist vic-
tims at the moment I write these lines are
not very numerous, but sure. One of the
methods employed by the technicians of
Spanish Stalinism against the Opposition
is denunciation. The first attempts were
made in the November number of central
organ of the Party, Handera Boja. A com-
rade was denounced in the central organ of
the Communist Party by the bureaucratic
leaders who took advantage of the circum-
stances, of the very gravity of the case
and of the fact that the Spanish Opposi-
tion has as yet no journal of its own.

We will not lay stress on this case—
for the time being; it is too dangerous. The
comrades of the Communist Party have
taken note of it and some of them are ask
ing for the expulsion of the author of the
article from the Comintern. We simply
make a note of it. But we must remark
that the act of expulsion against the au-
thor of the article in question (it was an
editorial) would change nothing of the very
causes of such acts. They have their roots
in the composition of the Party itself, in
the wrong political orientation. It is an
evil that proceeds from the chronic crisis
in the leadership and the orientation that
is vexing the International.- The discharge
of a rotten functionary will not save from
corruption the organism in decomposition,
which is the bureaucracy of the Communist
International, just as the amputation of
a gangrened limb cannot save from death
a cancerous organism. It is a ques-
tion of giving the C. I. a competent leader-
ship and,a 'lorrect, political orientation
without which there is no solution possi-
ble.

In Spain, the C. P. is extremely weak,
numerically and politically. The basis of
the party has always lacked the most ele-
mentary political formation. The Leninist
Opposition is also weak, as may be expect-
ed, but it is the Marxist school of the Par-
ty out of which will be born, because it
must be born, a genuine Communist party
to reconstitute on firm foundations the or-
ganization of the proletariat that an absurd
and imbecile policy/has led to dismemtfer-
ment and ruin.

The Opposition is trying to reorganize
the party, to cleanse it by pushing it along
the Leninist-Marxist line, to strengthen it
so that it mayTealize the historic mission
assigned to it.

The bureaucrats may calumniate, de-
nounce (to justify and defend their salar-
ies). We will not swerve from the correct
line to which we have bound ourselves; we
are fighting without a truce until we will
have attained our objective; to revive Com-
munism in Spain on the basis of revolu-
tionary Marxism, by unmasking the cor-
rupted bureaucracy which disorganized the
Communist Party of Spain, by educating
the revolutionary working masses follow-
ing the ideas of Marx and Lenin.

FERNANDO SALVATIERRA
Bilbao, December 8, 1929.
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A New «Workers' and Pea-

sants' Party» in France
The clique of Sellier, Gelis and Co.*,

which we have denounced since its first
acts, and fought inside the Communist Par-
ty as we will fight it outside the party, has
just constituted itself Into a "workers and
peasants party". This buffoonery has but
one meaninig for its authors: to preserve
before the electoral clientele the label
which elected them, that of the workers
and peasants bloc.

The constituent meeting of this party
was held at Clichy last Sunday. We do
not yet know the details of the delibera-
tions nor the documents that were worked
out. But we did not wait for the constitu-
tion of the new party in order to say what
was to be thought/ of the policy of the
"elected", and we need not do any more
waiting in order to give some estimates
of the new party.

The absolutely ambiguous character of
its constitution must be indicated first of
all. It is already patent that a strong sec-

tion of the trade union minority, champion
of "trade union -independence", is partici-
pating actively in the work of constituting
the party of Sellier. Deveaux presides over
its meetings. Then, the comical and amic-
able negotiations with the Socialist-Com-
munist Union of Paul Louis, tha political
leader of Monde (the Communist controlled
"non-partisan", literary-political weekly
edited by Henri Barbusse), are very in-
dicative. Finally, the participation of the
Alsatian deputy Mourer, the proclaimed
sympathy of the organ of the Alsatian
Communists-Autonomists (Hueber group)
—with which Fourrier of the< Liberateur
collaborates actively—the amalgam of Vil-
laume, mayor of St. Denis, of Chasseigne,
suddenly disappeared from Communist Par-
ty activity for reasons unknown,—all these
contribute to giving the new party a char-
actor loaded with rubbish, and also indicates
that its career will be brief.

Many papers have already printed ex-
tracts from the declaration that will be
made by the party. Pretty near everything
that is needed to prepare a modest return
to the waters of the social democracy
can be found there. In" language that at-
tempts to be sharp, they raise against the
Communist party the criticism made long
ago by the Opposition, when the "worker-
peasants" of today covered up the whole
activity of the party leadership. And nat-
urally they attack above alt, like every
good Right winger, the socalled "class
against class" electoral tactic, which "if
no other reason(!) experience proves to-
day that it only consolidated the power of
the 'worst bourgeoisie of the Right, without
any profit for the party itself." In con-
clusion, they declare that there is a place
to be occupied between Communism and
Socialism, that is, in a particular nauseous
swamp.

We will wait for the declarations and
acts of this new party. But we already
see—and it has always been clear—that it
is taking a road that turns its back not only
to the Communist Party, which the "wor-
ker-peasants" of today led to its present
position and which they abandoned when
the profit from it became too trivial for
them—but to Communism, and nothing
else. It is falling back into the morass
of petty bourgeois electoralism where the
Paul Louises and Selliers are pushing it.

A certain number of comrades will
perhaps try to follow it for a while. We
will appeal to them to reconsider, to aban-
don confusion, to come and strengthen the
ranks of the Left Opposition. For us there
is no neutral ground between Socialism
and Communism. We want to fight on 4he
historic ground oS International Commun-
ism, and so far as it is indispensable, to
denounce the faults, the epjnars, the crimes
of the Communist International and the
cadres of our party—even against those
who would leave it today after having
assumed full responsibility for it without
saying a word.

—LA VERITH
Paris, December 27, 1929

JUST RECEIVED!

WO

*Municipal councillors in the Paris
district who left the Communist party a
few weeks ago as the leaders of a Right
wing split. They are the French allies of
the Lovestone group in this country.
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The Defense of the Soviet Union and the Opposition
Continued from Last Issue

Urbahns, however, raises the slogan
»f the freedom of organization in the gen-
feral democratic sense. In fact, it would
be impossible in any other sense. Urbahns
formulates the same demand for Russia, for
China and all the Capitalist countries. This
would be absolutely correct, but on one
little condition: the recognition that the
rhermidor is already accomplished. But
lere it is Urbahns who "does not go far
>nough". To put forward the freedom of
trganization as an isolated demand is a.
larieature of politics. Freedom of organi-
lation is inconceivable without freedom of
issemblage freedom of press, and all the
rther "liberties" which the decision of the
February inference (Relchaussclwsses)
>f the Leninbund mentioned vaguely and
without comment. But these liberties are
inconceivable outside -the regime of dem-
»cracy, that is, outside of capitalism. One
Must learn to think one's thoughts out to
the end.

Even while Retreating before the
Marxist Criticism/ Urbahns Com-
bats not Korschists but Marxists

Referring to my remarks that we fight
against the Stalinist faction but defend the
Soviet Republic to the very end, the Fahne
lies Kommunlsraus explained to me that
"an unconditional (?) support (?) of the
Stalinist policy (?), the foreign policy in-
cluded," would be inadmissible, and that
I would acknowledge this myself if only I
would "think my thoughts out to the end"
(No. 31, p. 246). It is not astonishing that
[ awaited with interest the conclusion of
the article (No. 32): It was to produce the
tactical deductions from the theoretical
contradictions with which the first half was
filled and besides that, it was to teach
people to think out their thoughts to the
end.

Between the 1st and 2nd halves of the
article many things became clear. In that
time, Ubahns and his friends had the oppor-
tunity of receiving the resolution of the
Bureau of the Second International which
could not pass without a sobering effect
upon them, since the agreement between
the arguments of Otto Bauer and those
of Louzon and Paz were too flabbergasting.

However that may be, in the second half
of the article, Die Fulme des Kommunlsms
comes to the conclusion that the Soviet
republic must be defended oven in the con-
flict with China. Very praiseworthy. But
what is stupefying is that the article, in
arriving at this conclusion, polemiclzes
not against the Korschists, not against
the Ultra-Left, not against Louzon, not
against Paz but against the Russian Oppo-
sition. It would seem that the question of
the defense or non-defense of the Soviet
republic is in itself so important that «ec-
ondary and tertiary considerations would
disappear before it. That is dictated by the
most elementary requirements of politics.
But Urbahns and his friends proceed quite
lifferently. At the most critical moment
a the Soviet-China conflict, they print the
irtlclea of the ultra-Leftists who, as I
ihowed above, simply demand that Chiang
Kai-Shek be supported against the Soviet
republic. It is only under the pressure of
the Marxists that the editors of the Die
Fahne, six weeks after the beginning of the
conflict, pronounce themselves for the de-
tense of the Soviets. Yet even here they do
not conduct a struggle those who denied
the elementary duty of defense, but
against Trotsky. Every mature political
person must come to the conclusion that
the question of the defense o' the October
revolution Is a secondary affair for Xlr-
bahns, and that his principal aim is to show
that he Is not In "one hundred percent"
agreement with the Russian Opposition. It
svidently never occurs to comrade Urbahns
that whoever seeks to demonstrate his in-
dependence by such artificial and negative
methods, only demonstrates in reality hi«
complete lack of intellectual independence.

In the second part of the article, it
says:

"Besides the sympathy for Soviet Rus-
sia and Communism destroyed In the Chin-
ese people by the policy of Stalin, the fact
that Russia resorts to war over the Chinese
Eastern Railway when It did not lift a
hand while Chiang Kai-Shek and his mili-
tary hordes waded in the blood of the Chin-
ese workers and poor peasants, would un-
doubtedly play a role in the attitude of the
Chinese people to such a war" Fnhne des
Kommtmlsmns, No. 33, p, 246).

By L. D. Trotsky
What is correct and what has been

said long ago is mixed up hero with what
is new and wrong. The crimes of the Cen-
trist leadership in China are absolutely
unprecedented: Stalin and Bucharin mur-
dered the revolution in China. This is a
historical fact which penetrates more and
more into the mind of the vanguard of the
international proletariat.' However, to ac-
cuse the Soviet republic of not having
intervened with arms in hand in the-Shang-
hai or Canton events, is to substitute senti-
mental demagogy for revolutionary policy.
Louzon Is of the opinion that every military
intervention in the affairs of another nation
is "imperialism". That, of course, is a
pacifist absurdity. But no less absurd is
the directly contrary demand that the Sov-
iet republic, under the present relationship
of forces and In the present international
situation should repair with Bolshevik bay-
onets what was lost with Menshevik pol-
icy. Criticism must move along real and
not imaginary lines; otherwise the Oppo-
sition will never win the confidence of the
workers.

How, then, could the Soviet republic
decide in this case to carry on a war for
the possession of the Chinese Eastern Rail-
way? I have already said that if it comes
to war, this fact alone would demonstrate
that it is not a matter of the Chinese Eas-
tern Railway but of something infinitely
greater. -It is true that this railway, even
by itself, is a far more serious matter than
the head of the Archduke killed in 1914,
which was the occasion for the outbreak of
the war. But it is not at all a matter of
the railway. A. war in the East, regardless
of what were the immediate cause would
inevitably be transformed the very next
day into a struggle against Soviet "imper-
ialism", that is, against the dictatorship
of the proletariat; and the violence of the
conflict would be immeasurably greater
than that of the war which, provoked by
the killing of an archduke, was trans-
formed into a campaign against Prussian
militarism.

It now looks like an agreement be-
tween Moscow and Nanking which can end
In China redeeming the railway with the
aid of foreign banks. That would moan,
in reality, that control would pass from the
hands of the workers' state into those of
finance capital. I have already said that
the. cession of the Chinese Eastern is not
out of the question. But such a cession
must not be regarded as a realizatiofl of the
principle of national self-determination,
but as a shifting of strength from the pro-
letarian revolution in favor of the capital-
ist reaction. But there can be no doubt
that it is precisely Stalin and company who
will seek to present this surrender of posi-
tion as a realization of national justice, In
conformity with the categorical Imperative,
the evangel according to Kellogg and Lit-
vinov and the articles of Louzon and Paz
that were reprinted in the organ of the
Leninbund.

Practical Tasks in Case of War
The practical tasks of the Opposition in

case of a war between China and Soviet
Russia 'are characterized in the article in
an unclear, ambiguous and evasive manner,
"In case of a war between China and Soviet
Russia for the possession of the Chinese
Eastern Railway," says the article, the Len-
inist Opposition is against Chiang Kai-Shek
and the Imperialists standing behind him."
(No. 32, p. 250). Ultra-Left confusion has
gone so far that "Marxist Leninists" must
declare "we are against Chiang Kai-Shek".
That's how far things can go, Good, against
Chiang Kai-Shek. But for whom are you?

"In such a war," the article replies,
"The Leninist Opposition will mobilize the
forces of the proletariat in every country
with the aim of a general strike, proceed-
ing from the organization of the prevention
of arms manufacture, and any kind of arms
transport, etc.," (No. 32, p. 250). That is
the position of pacifist neutrality. The task
of the international proletariat, according
to Urbahns, lies in the preventing any sort
of anus transport, that is, not only to China
but also to the Soviet republic. Is that
your thought? Or have you simply said
something different from what you wanted
to say? Perhaps you have not thought out
your thoughts "to the end"? In that case,
hurry to correct yourself: the question is
worth it. The correct formulation should
be: By all means to protect the transport
of arms to aounter-rerolutionary China,
antf liy all means to- facilitate the aeqnis*

ition of arms by the Soviet republic.

Does the Defense of the U. S. S.
R. Mean Reconciliation with
Centrism?

In order to show wherein the stand-
point of the Leninbund differs from that of
the Russian Opposition, Urbahns makes
two discoveries: 1, Should an imperialist
state intervene on the side of Russia, in
the evert of a war of the Soviet republic
with China, then the Communists of this
bourgeois state should not make civil peace
with their bourgeoisie, as Bucharin taught,
but they must adopt the course of over-
throwing their bourgeoisie; 2. In defending
the Soviet republic in the war with the
Chinese counter-revolution, the Opposition
must not become reconciled with the Stal-
inist course, but must conduct a decisive
struggle against it. This is supposed to
explain the difference between the position
of the Leninbund and our own. In reality
it is confusion, and I fear, not unconscious
These two theses, dragged in by the hair,
do not refer to the Sino-Soviet conflict as
such but in general to every war against
tho Soviet republic. Urbahns submerges a
specific question under a general question.
Neither Louzon nor Paz have as yet re-
nounced the duty of the international pro-
letariat to defend the Soviet republic in the
event that it is attacked, for example, by
America or England over the payment of
czarist debts, the abolition of the foreign
trade monopoly, the denationalization of
the banks and factories, etc. The discus-
sion arose over the specific charcter of the
present conflict between China and the
Soviet Union. It is precisely in this ques-
tion that the ultra-Leftists showed them-
selves incapable of correctly evaluating in-
dividual and complex facts from a class
standpoint. They are just the ones to
whom the Leninbund so widely opened the
columns of its paper. It Is precisely over
the slogan of "Hands Off China" that the
Fahne des Koinmiinismiis refrained for six
weeks from expressing any opinion, and,
when further silence was impossible, lim-
ited itself to half-hearted and ambiguous
formulae.

What has the theory of Bucharin to do
with this? What is the question of the
cessation of struggle against Stalinist Cen-
trism doing here? Who proposed it? Who
spoke of it? What is it all about? Why
is it necessary?

It is necessary In order to hint that
the Russian Opposition—not the cfrpitu-
lators and turncoats, but the Russian Oppo-
sition—is leaning towards peace with Cen-
trism, using the war as a pretext. Since I
am writing for uninformed or badly in-
formed foreign comrades, I consider it in-
dispensible to recall, even if quite briefly,
how the Russian Opposition posed the
question of its Attitude to the Stalinist
course during the -conditions of a war.

At the moment of the rupture of An-
glo-Soviet relations, the Russian Opposition,
contemptuously rejecting the lie of defeat-
ism and conditional national defense de-
clared in an official document that in the
event of war all the differences of opinion
could only become accentuated. Such a
declaration in the country of the dictator-
ship of the proletariat, at the moment of
the rupture of diplomatic relations with
England requires no further explanations
and in any case gives far more serious
guarantees than this or that little article.

On this question, a furious struggle
broke out in 1927. Have Urbahns and his
partisans heard anything about the so-
called "Clemenceau theory"? With this the-
ory, the apparatus tried to agitate the par-
ty for months. It was the question of my
having pointed, as an example of patriotic
opposition in the camp of the imperialists,
to the Clemenceau clique, which, from 1914
to 1917, in spite of the civil peace de-
dlared by the bourgeoisie, fought against
all the other factions of the bourgeoisie,
took over power and insured the victory of
French imperialism. I asked: Is there an
imbecile in the camp of the bourgeoisie
who would therefore call Clemenceau a de-
featist and a supporter of conditional nat-
ional defense? That is the famous "Clem-
enceau thesis" which ,was criticized in
thousands of articles and tens of thousands
of speeches.

A short time ago, my book, "The Rev-
olution Distorted" appeared in Paris.
Among other things it contains the soeech

I made at the Plenum of the Central Gam-
mittee and the Central Control Commission
on August 1, 1927. Here is what is said in
the speech on the question that interests us
now:

"The greatest events in human history
are revolution and war. We have tested
the policy of Centrism in the Chinese rev-
olution.. .The greatest historical test after
revolution is war. We say in adavance: in
the face of the event of a war, the policy of
Stalin and Bucharin, the policy of zig-zags,
of mental reservations— of ambiguity—the
policy of Centrism—cannot prevail. This
holds for the entire leadership of the
Comintern. At present the leaders of the
various Communist Parties have only one
test question to answer' 'Are you ready
to vote day and night against Trotskyism?'
The war will confront them with exigen-
cies demanding far greater responsibility..
There will be no room for the intermediary

. position of Stalin. That is why, if I am
permitted to say so in all frankness, the
prattling about the 'handful of Opposition-
ists', the 'generals without an army', etc.,
appears simply ridiculous to me. The Bol-
sheviks heard that many times, in 1914
and in 1917. We see the morrow too
clearly and we are preparing it. In domes-
tic policy there will also be no room under
the conditions o£ war for the slow down,
sliding of Centrism. All the discussions
will be condensed, the class contradictions
will sharpen, become acute. A clear and
precise answer will have to be given...
Centrist policy will be unable to stand up
in time of war. It will have to fall to the
Right or to the Left, that is, it will have
to choose the road of Thermidor or the
road of the Opposition." (Disturbance).

And it is precisely this speech that I
ended with the words: "For the socialist
fatherland? Yes! For the Stalinist course?
No!" And when Urbahns and his friends,
apropos of precisely those words, recom-
mend to me two years later to think the
question out "to the end" and to compre-
hend that in time of war there must be no
reconciliation with Centrism, I can only
shrug my shoulders regretfully.

How Has the Discussion
Been Conducted?

It is an ill wind that blows no good.
The conflict between China and Soviet
Russia has once more shown that within
the Marxist Opposition an irreconciliable
line of demarcation is necessary not only
from the Right but also from the Left.
The philistines will sneer at seeing us, a
small minority, constantly occupied with
internal divisions. But that should not
bother us. It is precisely because we are a
small minority whose entire strength lies
in its ideological clarity that we must be
especially implacable against dubious
friends on the Right and the Left. For many
months I attempted to attain clarity from
the leadership of the Leninbund by means
of private letters. I did not succeed. In
the meanwhile, events brought one of the
most important questions to a head. The
differeaces of opinion came out into the
open. The discussion began.

Is it good or bad? The article in Dte
Fahne des Kommunismus explains to me
the advantage of discussion and points to
the harm caused by the absence of dis-
cussion in the Comintern, I have already
heard these ideas expressed, whether by
comrade Urbahns or some one else es-
capes me for the moment. But there are
discussions and discussions. It would have
been far better if the Russo-Ghinese con-
flict had not taken the Leninbund by sur?
prise. There was time enough in the past
to prepare for it. The question of Ther-
midor and the defense of the U. S. S. R.
is no new one. It is a good thing that it
did not come to war. But had it come to
one? All this is an argument not against dis-
cussion, but against a bad discussion that
maintains silence on the important ques-
tions so long as they have not come out in-
to the open. The fact is that the Leninbund
at least its leadership, showed itself un-
prepared to reply to a question raised by
life itself. There was nothing left to do
but to open the discussion.

Concluded in Next Issue
LASH IS WHAT CONTICTS HEED
JACKSON, Miss.-(FP)—The sting of

the lash on the back is dreaded by con-
victs more than any other form of punish-
ment, and will command respect for pri-
son management and prevent riots declares
Supt. Jim Williamson of Mississippi peni-
tentiary.
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An Economic
Analysis?

Or Factional Demagogy & Forgery
As was to be expected, the Political

Bureau of the Communist Party has drawn
up a resolution on "The Economic Crisis
and the Tasks of the Communist Party"
published in the Dally Worker (1-11-1930).
We will yet take occasion to write In great-
er detail on the general line of analysis
and conclusions of this party document. It
is enough now merely to say that it is an
average example of non-Marxist electirism,
a piece of sophomoric research-clipping
work, without any clean line to lllluminate
its jumbled statistics, and with a conclusion
that flows from no premises. It picks up
one quotation from a financial journal here,
another from a bourgeois economist there,
glues them together with a couple of quot-
ations from 10th Plenum resolutions, and
presents the resultant hodge-podge as an
economic and political analysis.

As for its political conclusions—they
are disgraceful: no strategical task is elab-
orated except the recommendation that the
party must win the masses of the American
workers (How?) participate more actively
in the struggles of the workers (with what
program- and policies?) recruit new memb-
ers (in what way? and what has prevented
the recruitment up to now?) and similar
meaningless platitudes. There is no review
at all of the enormous tactical blunders of
the party and the policies that have led it
from one defeat to another.

The document, in short, is worthless.
It is one of those shoddy products ground
out with monotonous regularity by the party
thesis mill and just as regularly laid on
the shelf of the archives room—forgotten
in less time than was consumed in writing
it. Nevertheless, we shall return to it at
another opportunity. We limit ourselves
now to the section of the resolution de-
dicated to the Opposition—for nowadays a
yard-long attack against "Trotskyism" is the
absolutely required sauce for an otherwise
tasteless and unpalatable party thesis.

"Trotskyism'' Dead Again
The section on the Opposition (Point

21) begins with the religiously observed
formula that the "Trotskyist group" Is
bankrupt, breaklng-up, antt-Ccmmunist,
and even openly anti-Soviet. But how has
the Militant in spite of "bankruptcy and
disintegration", been able to transform it-
self into a weekly? /The authors of the
thesis explain: "With the money received
by Trotsky for his articles against the
Bolshevik Party and the Soviet Union from
Hearst and Lord Beaverbrook"! i.e., the
explanation of people who cannot conceive
of a movement functioning in any way
other than their own, other than with sub-
sidies from the international Stalinist ap-
paratus which corrupt the movement and
transform the official parties into change-
less echoes of any and every pronouncement
of their financial patrons. But when it is
impossible to elaborate intelligent and ef-
fective political arguments, others must be
substituted, and in this case with all the
characteristic features of Stalinist swindle.

In a recent issue, we pointed out how
the Daily Worker had deliberately and
maliriously misrepresented the viewpoint of
the Militant on the question of the present
economic situation in the United States. It
simply took a sentence out of a news story
in the Militant, which referred entirely to
the dress-making trade, distorted it, and
with fine scorn and contempt, presented it
as though that were the Alpha and Omega
of the Militant viewpoint of the situation.
In spite of our exposure, this piece of cheap
journalistic mispresentation worthy of the
yellow press is now re-consecrated and
printed over again in the thesis as a
"crushing refutation of our position."

But the thesis-grinders are not satis-
fied with misrepresentation alone. In the
resolution, they go a bit further and re'sort
to outright forgery. They write: "In its
issue of Nov.SOth, the basic ideas of Love-
stone are clearly echoed; while admitting
depression in 'some of the most important
branches,' United States capitalism is de-
scribed as 'on a road of production Increase
such as lias not had its parallel in history."
(Daily Worker's emphasis). Now let us see
what actually appeared in the Militant,
We wrote (November 30, 1929):

"The Wall Street crash was not due
solely to the speculative mania, which only
aggravated the situation. Its roots go deep-
er.Since the end of the World War, the
U. S became the world's banker. 'Easy

money' made possible an embarkment on a
road of production increase such as has not
had its parallel in history, accompanied by
an unprecedented export of capital."
(Our emphasis).

Compare the quotation made by the
party thesis with the original, and the
clumsy forgery becomes apparent. What
we did was to make a simple and incon-
testable statement of fact: that after the
World War —not today, but twelve years
ago!—the U.S. increased its productive
forces and output to a degree never before
known in history. Only a hopeles idiot or
a revived Egyptian mummy could deny
this well-known fact. But what the forgers
did in their thesis was to make it appear as
though the Militant claims that the United
States today, now, not twelve years ago,
is on the road of an unparalleled production
increase! By the "slight" change in gram-
matical tenses^ the Stalinist swindlers wipe
out a whole decade of American economic
history, and thus "achieve" another "argu-
ment"' against the Opposition! Lenin once
said that a demagogue is the worst enemy
of the working class. Are .swindle and
forgery different in any degree from
demagogy?

The resolution finally "clinches" its
attack upon our position with the following
half quotation from the Militants "But
the United States is still in a sufficiently
strong and arrogant (?) position in world
economy and politics to endeaver to over-
come its economic difficulties at home."
(Dally Worker emphasis). From this quo-
tation is omitted the balance of the sent-
ence: "by pressure on two points: on the
U.S. workers in the form of a more intense
drive to lower wages, lengthen the work
day, speed u.p_the workers, and on Europe,
in the form of a decreased ration for
France, Germany, Italy, England and the
rest of the world market."

What is wrong in this statement, the
Dally Worker does not say. Does it contest
the absolute correctness of these words?
That is hardly likely; it would fly in the
face -of the party resolution itself (Points
10, 11, 14, etc.) But what of that? For
the thesis writers in the party today
all such "petty matters" of honesty, in-
dependent political thought, analysis proceed
ing from facts and not wishes, ar3 entirely
subordinated to the main problem of de-
stroying the so-many-time-destroyed Opposi-
tion. If it cannot be done with fact, then
falsehood must serve. If no arguments are
available, then demagogy must be pressed
into use. If your opponent's position is
unassailable, distort it, misrepresent it, or
manufacture for your opponent such an un-
tenable position that you will be able to
attack him. For the Stalinist press and
those who fill its columns, these tenets
are the beginning and the end of all pol-
itical wisdom.

The Prosessor's Nightmare
A Story of the Great American Worker-Boss that Never Existed

Dr. Thomas Thornton Read, Professor
of Mining at Columbia University, having
spent three years studying the "American
at Work", and having found that the Amer-
ican "does several times the amount Of
productive work accomplished by an Asiatic
or a European", seats himself (one may
suppose) in a comfortable chair and puts
his undoubtedly remarkable brain to work to
discover the'reason why. After some little
time spent in mental acrobatics he arrives
according to the New York Times of Janu-
ary 5, at these equally remarkable conclu-
sions: first, that the American workers
are not wage slaves, but, on the contrary,
bosses, one and all, with "mechanical slaves"
doing the work for them; second, that the
American "converts food into energy at a
higher rate than any other nationality"
but "utilizes much of that energy in play
rather than work"(!);third that the econ-
omic system of America "is based on the
ability of American business men to find
ways to provide employment for every one",
so that the worker and his employer can
both live well on the fruits of their joint
enterprise".

* * *
As the Professor, after having given

his discoveries to the world, via the Times,
dozes quietly in his chair, there suddenly
appears before him a tall, lean creature
dressed in workmen's clothes, carrying a
bundle under his arm. The Professor
gives a start and exclaims, "Who are you?
What do you want?"

'I am the American Worker", replies
the apparition in a hollow voice 'and I
want you to come with me."

"But I have just spent three years
seeing you at work," the Professor remon-
strates. The stranger hands him a suit of
Working clothes and repeats: "Come along."

The Professor gives a deep sigh but
gets into the clothes and asks, "Where
are we going?" "To work", is the brief
response, as the door enclosing the Profes-
sor's cozy study bangs behind them.

"Let's hop over to Detroit and see how
things are going there," says the stranger.

"Ah, Ford," the Professor smiles. "Yes,
indeed, let's be off to the Ford plant—that's
the place to go; scientific management—•
everything's systematized there, you know
—the machines do all the work and the
men have scarcely anything to do, yet get
good wages for it."

The stranger gives him a sorrowful
look, which quickly disappears however,
for in the- shake of a lamb's tail the trav-
eling workers find themselvc in Detroit,

outside the Ford works. Several hours

Kara khan Takes a Pleasant Trip to Turkey
But, Unlike Trotsky, He is not Confined on an Island by Friend Kemal Pasha

The diplomatic representative of the
Soviet Union, Kharkhan has jus.t made a
triumphal royage to Turkey. Everywhere,
at Angora as at Constantinople, his pas-
sage was the occasion for demonstrations
of an exceptional warmth. In the course
of his trip, he made some declarations to
journalists which are interesting to note.
The manner in which he spoke of official
personages is pretty astonishing. The Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, Tewik Rushdi Bey,
is his best "friend" and he "harbors feel-
ings of the deepest respect" towards the
president of the council, Ismet Pasha. The
conventional language of diplomats it will
be said. Perhaps, but of bourgeois diplo-
mats, and in this domain as in the others,
the Soviet Union must demonstrate that it
is not a State like the others, that it is a
proletarian State. Its diplomats should
distinguish themselves, although not in the
manner of Bessedovsky.

Nevertheless, it is not there that the
most important point lies in the declar-
ations of Karakhan. That which is ser-
ious and symptomatic, in our opinion, is
that, upon arrival at Angora, the associate
of the Soviet commissariat for foreign
affairs cried:

"This city reflects tile calm and firm
security with which the new Turkey is
built, which supports itself upon its own
forces and puts its hopes in the creative
force of its people and In them alone.
What I have seen, especially in this re-
gard, is not strange to me. They are the
same ideas and the same state of mind
that prevails in our country. We are build-
ing up our life, our material .and fetelleo-

tual culture by basing ourselves on the
creative power of the peoples of our
Union."

Karakhan is too prudent a man to
take a chance. When he speaks in this
way, he is after all defending the official
theory of the "construction of socialism
in one country", but by crudely demon-
strating that this "socialism" resolves it-
self in the end into nationalism pure and
simple. That is what permits him to say
that Turkey and the Soviet Union have the
"same ideas and the state of mind". More-
over, in the course of his trip he was able
to establish features already common to both

.regimes. Kemal governs Turkey as an ab-
solute autocrat by basing himself on a
"monolithic" party and having workers
who criticize it thrown into prison. Stalin
is not Kemal; but the shallow and disgus-
ting demonstrations ordered for his fiftieth
anniversary show that he woul'd like well
enough to resemble him. His nationalism,
which is blossoming today, is a fundamen-
tal trait of his political personality and was
manifested on numerous 'occasions, par-
ticularly in 1922 during the constitution
of the Soviet Union. It is Lenin himself
who denounced it at that time, writing on
December 31, 1922:

"It is evident that Stalin and Dzer-
zhlnsky must be made politically respon-
slble for this whole campaign of genuine
Enssian Nationalism."

Repelled and subdued as long as Len-
in lived, Stalinist nationalism has since
succeeded in imposing itself by methods
that the Left Opposition docs not cease to
denounce and combat.—A.R.

pass before he enters the promised land,
where he undergoes a rigorous examina-
tion.

"Can you use a wrench?" finally asks
the agent in a tone of doubt.

"Is that all I have to do?" answers
the Professor gleefully, and he makes not
the slightest objection as the agent pushes
him over to a foreman who conducts him
forthwith to the Hall of the Machines.
Here long rows of Tin Lizzies in all
stages of development travel on an endless
chain. The Professor is furnished with a
wrench and a box of nuts. He is placed in
position and instructed that when a car
reaches him he must put a nut in a cer-
tain spot and tighten it up. He is warned
that he must do this before- the car reaches
the aext man, and that he must repeat the
same operation on the next car as it comes
along.

"This is too easy," smiles the Profes-
sor and playfully gets busy on the fir<st car
as it arrives. He repeats the operation.on
the second while his companion watches
him quizzically. The first hour of his
labor passes quickly, but by the time the
second has gone the ardor of the nut
manipulator has begun to ebb. His motions
slacken.

"Get a move on, there," comes the
Tolce of the foreman and the Professor
braces himself for the worst, for his head
is already dizzy and his imploring looks
in the direction of his former companion
have had no effect.

"Say, I'm getting tired of this. Can't
I do something else for a change?" he
finally calls across. And adds, "For hea-
ven's sake, don't they ever stop this chain?"

Great heavens, he must put on nuts for
ten hours today. What a nightmare! What
a nightmare, indeed! But eventually the
whistle blows. It's time to quit.

"Come on and eat something and then
you can go to bed. You'll have to be up
early tomorrow," says his companion.
"There's another day ahead."

"No! No! Not another day,,not another
hour. I've had, enough."

"Very well, then so be it. But let's
go to the office and get our money.'"

"Well, what do you want?" asks the
clerk as the Professor stands mutely wait-
ing for his reward.

"I want my share of our joint enter-
prise."

"What's that?"
"I want my share . . .**
"Oh, you mean you want your wages.

Sign this."
"No, no. I am an American Worker.

a boss. I want my share of our profits."
"Say, what the heck are you talking

about? Did your work affect your brain?
Here's your five simoleons and now beat
it!"

"What, only f_ve dollars for ten hours
of slavery at a machine? And Ford gets
millions!"

"It's no use to argue," admonishes the
stranger. "That's the wage they pay you
for a day's labor; you can take it or leave
it. There are thousands outside all ready
to step into your shoes at the same price."
He takes the tired Professor to the nearest
park and seats him on a bench.

"Listen to me, Professor," he begins.
"You've hau some real experience now aa
a worker, and I hope it's taught you some-
thing. If you had had it first, and talked
afterwards, you would have arrived at
different conclusions than you did aftei
your three years .survey' 'You would
have learned, for instance, that American
as well as European and Asiatic workers
are all wage-slaves, selling their labor
power as a merchant sells his commodity,
for what it costs to reproduce it. The
amount of wealth the workers produce in
the shops has nothing whatsoever to do with
the wages they receive. They get only
enough for a bare existence, and if 'the
American worker produces, as you say,
three times more than the European work-
er, he is nevertheless only exploited the
morj in doing so.

"I'm leaving you now, but you can sit
here as long as you like and think (he
matter over."

"Oh, please don't leave me. I've got
only five dollars in the world.no job and
no place to go."

"You've got plenty of company There
are three or four million just like you—
without money and no prospect of a job.
So console yourself with that. Write ^^
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Hutcheson Expels Militant
Louis A. Roseland Removed from Minneapolis Carpenters Union

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.,—The expulsion
tot Louis A. Roseland, leading Left wing
militant, from Local 7 of the Carpenter's
Union here, marks a climax to a long
battle between the Left wing and progres-
sive elements in the Twin City building
trades union and the reactionary official
machine.

At the last meeting of the local, a
communication was read from international
president William Hutcheson • demanding
|hat Roseland be stricken from the mem-
bership rolls. The move was instigated by
Andrew Leaf, special organizer of the
C. B. C. & J. of A., who did not have the
courage to expel Roseland by himself in
(ace of the tremendous opposition among
the membership. With the excuse that
Roseland was- a Communist, Hutcheson de-
manded his expulsion.

Bank and File Opposes Hove..
When the letter was read in the local,

the meeting hall bristled with members
demanding to be recognized and speak
against the reactionary proposal. One
member walked from the rear of the hall,
stated that he was nbt a Communist, had no
understanding of what Communism stood
for, but that he had taken the obligation
like all other members, with the provision
that his "religious, political and domestic
affairs would not be called into question.
Amid applause, he announced his opposi-
tion to Roseland's expulsion. Several
others clamored for the floor, making mot-
Ions to table the matter, and demanding
that the chairman rule on whether Rose-
land gets a trial or the communication is
tantamount to forthwith expulsion and the
membership-had nothing ro say about it.

The chairman dared not make an out-
right ruling, and evaded the issue by say-
ing that Roseland understood the meaning
of the document as well as he did and that
he did not deem it necessary to make a
ruling. Seeing the chairman's weakness,
Hutcheson's watchdog, Andrew Leaf, took
the floor and explained that immediately
after reading the letter, Roseland was no
longer a member of the union and that
was final. He was greeted with shouts of
"Throw him out!" "Sit down!" "We want
a decision from the chair!" "To hell with
you!" Thereupon the chairman finally
called the letter supreme and advised no
further action. But as far as "escorting"
Roseland out of the hall, or requesting him
to leave, the chairman was unwilling

Upon an appeal from the chair, a mix-
up followed, and Roseland finally took the
floor, demanding a definite ruling as to
whether or not he was still a member of
the Brotherhood, since no business can be
conducted with a non-member present.
The chair, fearing that it would be lost,
refused to entertain a motion that followed
for Roseland to leave the hall.

The meeting was in an uproar, until
Roseland was granted the floor for some
last remarks. Briefly, he stated that since
his admittance to Local 7 about seventeen
years ago, he had fought to the best of his
ability for the union and the working class
as a whole. "Through the every <lay
struggle on the job, meeting workers of all
shades of opinions, I soon became cons-
cious of who the enemy was—the boss—and
that my duty was to fight him as well as
those who defend him. Because of the fact
that I have consistently fought for the
amalgamation of craft unions into power-
ful industrial unions, for the organization
of the unorganized, for independent polit-
ical action of the workers, etc., I have
been branded by Hutcheson as an enemy
of the trade union movement."

Roseland's removal came at the end of
a sharp conflict in the building trades over
the erection of the N. W. National Bank
Building. Early last spring the building
trades locals were united on a program
of fighting the Haglin Contracting Co.
which was to put up the building. Mass-
picketing was endorsed by locals, assess-
ments of $5.00 per member were levied
in all locals. The spirit of mass action was
manifest in all the unions, the general
public was aroused and expected a real
battle on this job. In the face of this
splendid opportunity to win with hands
down, the leaders were negotiating with
the city officials and trying to make peace
with the police.

A systematic campaign of hushing up
the rank and file was begun by communi-
cations from local officials, as well as from
various internationals and the Executive
Council of the A. F. of L. stating that the

rank and file must be very careful of what
it says and does. Stand by your officials,
do not criticize, we are doing all we can!
Paul Smith,, representative of Bill Green
gave assurance that the whole Executive
Council of the A. P. of L. was behind (the
scenes) the workers in this fight, that
there was no reason for hasty action. After
months of sabotage by the officials the
spirit died down, workers became disgusted
some tore up their union cards and went to
wofk on this job. Ranks were breaking
and no sign of a strike: only a single ban-
ner carried by volunteers flor a while,
which finally dwindled down to one person.

The class collaborationists were squan-
dering the unions' money without giving an
accounting of it. Requests for information
were rejected on the pretense that it would
hurt the movement. But towards Fall,
when the strike had been considered lost
for some time, a new leadership had devel-
oped in the building trades and the fight
was taken up again. Officers of the Build-
Ing Trades Council and the local unions
went on the picket line one morning and
were arrested. The news in the capitalist
press was the first the workers had re-
ceived that there had been a picket line
on, duty.

Officials Want No "Interference"
This aroused the workers and many

appeared on the scene the next morning.
Some fell in line, others stood along the
curb across the street looking on curiously.
At about 7:00 a. m., as the morning before,
the police wagons were again brought on
the scene to pick up these courageous offi-
cers who dared to chat and smile with the
police while the scabs were rushing to,
the gates to get to work. Upon their arri-
val, they discovered several stowaways in
their midst, The labor officials said to
them: Who in hell are you? Stowaways
from the rank and file. Who the hell told
you to come here? asked the polite labor
leaders. Nobody; we read in the capitalist
papers that everyone who gets on the pick-
et line gets a free ride to the city hall.
Well, said the officials, this is strictly our
affair and we don't want any more butting
in of the rank and file, so tomorrow you
stay home.

Next morning, about 6:15 a. m., about
100 rank and fliers showed up but got no
free ride. They became peeved and started
calling the scabs names. A big, burly bus-
iness agent came rushing up the line and
howled: Cut it out, can't you see you're
making the police sore? Furthermore,
can't you see Mr. Haglin, the contractor,
and his wife just across ,the street? What
will they think of us if we permit you to

call his men such vile names? We want
peaceful picketing as per instructions from
Judge*Wright. Thus ended the picket line.

About a month ago war broke out in
the Building Trades Council. The fight
was opened against the Sipperley-Sjostrom
machine. By resolution all offices were
declared vacant and an election of new offl-,
cers followed. Paul Smith tried valiantl;
to stem the tide, but was swept aside with
the rest of the rubbish to the tune of 30
•to 10.

Immediately after the election of the
new leadership, they proceeded to go into
all the building trades lacals with a prog-
ram of organization and education, re-
questing all local unions to elect a commit-
tee of five, preferably rank and file mem-
bers, to work in conjunction with the or-
ganization and education committee of the
Building Trades Council. This started the
fireworks in Carpenters Local Union 7.
Its officers. Ole Nelson, Oscar Ericson,
Walfred Engdahl and William Young, with
Andrew Leaf sitting in occassionally, were
the official representatives of Local 7 in
the .Council. This element had consistently
carried out a class collaboration policy,
along with Paul Smith, D. F. Sipperley,
Attle Sjostrom, Bob Cramer and Co.

For more than a year, Roseland, along
with other members of Local 7, had fought
for affiliation to the Building Trades Coun-
cil. Hutcheson sent a letter forbidding it,
but permitting affiliation to a Twin City
B. T. C. and then only through the Twin
City Carpenters District Council.

This was accepted and an agitation was
started for the building of a Twin City
B. T. C. The secretary of the Twin City
Carpenters Council was instructed to call
a conference of all building trades locals
in both cities (Minneapolis and St. Paul)
for the purpose of consolidating the two
organizations. But instead of making this
a broad appeal, it landed in the hands of
the executive boards and the ranks never
heard of it. Roseland then moved the
election of a committee to visit all local
unions for the purpose of reaching the
rank and file, who would in turn elect
similar committees to work with Local 7's
for a Twin City B. T. C.

This motion was defeated on some
trumped-up grounds. Roseland then moved
on December 27, to endorse the program of
the B. T. C. education and organization
committee, and to proceed with the election
of a committee of five members to work
with them In accordance with the commit-
tee's request. After three or more hours'
discussion, the motion was tabled.

The issue in the expulsion of Roseland
is in reality the development of a conscious
Left wing in Local 7 which has got under
the hide of the reactionaries. In order to
safeguard their positions they had to have
a killing. The last word remains with the
union membership not only in the Twin
Cities, but throughout the country.

The Struggle of the Miners in Taylorville, III.
Taylorville, 111.

Dear Comrades:

Perhaps you have already read of what
happened in the Peabody district. In all
the conventions and conferences I have
attended, and I have attended most all of
them and chiefly on my own meager ex-
penses, I was somewhat set back because
Taylc "ville was considered the weakest dis-
trict, and it was thought that the work was
not good, not effective. The occurences in
the last strike taught me a bit different.
When Taylorville came out, and that was
about 100 percent, the other districts did
not. And I am proud of the boys around
here and the walkout shows what lone
determined fighting can accomplish. I
had no or little assistance, but those things
have not stopped me, nor will they stop me.
I will continue with my silent persistent
work, which is the most effective. I had
that experience In the German miners'
strike in 1889 and so I will carry on the
fight here which will help not only the
National MinersvUnion but also the Com-
munist movement, as the two cannot be
separated. The success of the one is the
success of the other.

The strike was a success in Taylorville,
Pana and the Midland. It was a failure
in the other places in the state. We had
not enough men to take the lead and some
of them are already mis-leaders. On the
third day of the strike, when It seemingly
looked like a success, all the fakers and
would-be fakers clamored for the leader-
ship. Think of It, two preachers, one a
Nazarene, and the other a LattertDay
Saints preacher, another an ex-committee-
man of Local 58, a renegade and friend of

the 'v.sses, and several other doubtlful
characu-rs. Then, I think at the order of
Freeman Thompson and some local celeb-
rities, I was replaced by the above-men-
tioned gents, and as soon &jS the strike
fizzled out, they renounced their member-
ship in the N. M. U. so as to hold their
jobs, which they did. For their treason to
the miners they got a better job while
hundreds and more were fired from the
mine, and those that were not discharged
by the operators were discharged by the
Haywoods and Glassgows (U. M. W. A offi-
cials).

At one time they had the jails so full
that there was no standing room. I too
was nabbed on Friday the 13th. I wanted
to be with the boys but the sheriff rounded
up Joe Natterman who put up $2,000 bond
for me 'and I was forcibly escorted home
by the sheriff and my house guarded so
that I could not get out of the yard.

My trial was postponed three times
and comes up Monday January 13. The
International Labor Defense took up the
majority of the cases, but 63 year old
Fritz Bode had to hire his own lawyer
because- he committed "lese majeste" In
quoting from the Militant in one of his
speeches, and distributing the Militant
among the men. This, I think, was also the
reason why I was side-tracked by Freeman
Thompson and Company. Some of their ilk
had given me previous warning and a
bunch of Militants were stolen out of my
outside overcoat pocket. Isn't that some
wonderful comradeship to treat an old
rebel? I was at the Bellevilje conference
when Watt was ousted. It was the most
disgraceful procedure I have ever witnessed

Bessedovsky
Trotsky on the «Revelations*

Hardly had Mr. Bessedovsky quit Com-
munism by the way of the back-window
and fence of the Soviet embassy _Jn PariSj
than he immediately made clear his posi-
tion in a long series of articles that have
>been gobbled up by the bourgeois press of
the world. In the United States, they are
being published by, among others, the Jew-
ish "socialist" Forward with sensational
headlines guaranteed to make Willie Hearst
turn yellow with envy. From his articles
it becomes quite clear that his "revelations"
are calculated to open a new attack on the
Soviet Union and, as a first result to ach-
ieve its diplomatic isolation. Because this
time it is a question of "facts" destined to
alarm the interested governments. Com-
rade Trotsky, having received numerous
questions/writes'.

"You ask me what 'value' the abundant
'revelations' of Bessedovsky have. I con-
fess that I have not read them, because
the first article that-came to hand appeared
t > me to be vacuous. AfUr jour request,
I perused a number of the articles. I have
not, of course, any possibility of verifying
all his information, seeing that a series
cf facts he recounts are entirely unknown
to me, even frcm heresay. Nevertheless,
I have run across at least a dozen facts
with wbich I am personally acquainted/
The others I can Judge only according to
the knowledge of the circumstances, the
persons, etc. Within these rather broad
limits, the memoirs of Bessedovsky are im-
pressive for their fantasy, a fantasy of that
particular character known among us as
'chlestakov' (from the name of one of Gog-
ol's heroes, Chlestakov). It is a combined
lie, where the element of personal interest
joins with an impartial imagination pro-
voked by the absence of any regulating
centers. In many cases, Bessedovsky's In-
ventions have quite defined and despicable
aims. He is trying to serve those who
would like to muddle the relations between
Germany and the U. S. S. R. and provoke a
rupture between Moscow and Paris. At the
same time he wants to furnish arguments
to the most belligerent elements in Poland
and other neighboring countries. Since,
despite his rather representative official
position, he played a role of only second
or third order, he employs for his combin-
ations the petty crumbs that reached him
from tables where he had no place. But in
many cases, his fantasy has no aim and
rather indicates a mind that has lost its
balance.

"By the way, I am told that Bessedov-
sky not only took part until recently in the
bureau of the Communist nucleus of the
Embassy, but that he played one of the
leading roles in the commission charged
with purging the nucleus from .. .Opposi-
tionists. As you see, he is a man quite
qualified for that! This fact at the same
time makes clear the political 'evolution'
that Bessedovsky has made...not even in
twenty-four hours, but within a much
shorter time.

"Communist grettings,
"L. Trotsky;"

in my 42 years in the revolutionary fight.
.After the strike fizzled out, all the

would-be ileaders crawled back to their
holes, kissing and glorifying the hands of
their masters, either the operators or the
labor fakers. The miners in Taylorville
and vicinity are actually starving. This
morning, January 7, they discharged 80
more men at No. 7 mine. All members of
the N.M.U. must go. Hundreds upon hun-
dreds have already been fired and the little
work they had previously was not enough to
feed their loved ones.

I sincerely hope that I can stay a
while longer In the fight, but the 29th of
this month marks my entry into the 65th
year, but when I am in the fight, then I
feel myself as young as any of them. I
never will be a renegade or traitor to my
fellow men. I receive a bundle of Mili-
tants every issue, and they come in mighty
handy right now. As I write, the paper
comes in stating that two more of our
boys were arrested. I wonder what they
will do to me, but let her go!

With the hope tfcit we all remain
faithful and fearless and true to the inev-
itable world revolution, I remain yeurs as
ever,

—FRITZ BODE.'Sr.




